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IT affords us great pleasure to express our appreciation to the general public

for the liberal'patronage we have received since the establishment of the

Green Eiver Xurseries in the Spring of 1886.

Beginning with a local trade of Warren and adjoining counties, it has ex-

tended not only over the State, but our custom has increased until we have

profitable business in more than a dozen other States.

While we have endeavored to be prompt in all our business relations and

transactions and to keep abreast of the times in propagating the most desirable

of the new fruits as well as keep in stock always the old reliable and thorough-

ly tested varieties, we think our success to a great extent has been due to the

peculiar adaptability of our grounds to the growth of trees, vines, etc. After

an experience of nearly a quarter of a century in the business, we are free to

say that we have never seen trees with more vigorous, clean roots or healthier

stems than we have sent out for the past ten years. Not all good, strong land

is best suited to the growth of fruit trees, (especially the apple), but it depends

in a large measure to the kind of crops that have previously been grown there-

on. It is quite a general custom to improve land by the growth of red clover,

and no other vegetation will so quickly cause the soil to be infested with

"aphis"—the greatest insect enemy to the life of the apple tree in the South.

Since making this discovery (about fifteen years ago) we have not raised a

single crop of clover on our grounds, and as to the success we have met with in

keeping clear of this pest, we refer you to the statement of the ex-President of

the State Horticultural Society of Kentucky, Mr. Wm. Cook, viz: "I have
bought trees of Downer & Briggs ever since they have been in business here,

and I have always gotten sound, well-grown plants and trees, true to name,
and at cheap prices, and this amounts to a heap. Their apple trees are clear of

"aphis" and have smooth, clean roots, clear of warts. This counts a great deal

in their favor. An apple tree effected with root-lice is only 'bug-bait' and is

worthless to plant out in an orchard." We can refer to numbers of others in

different parts of the country who will corroborate the facts mentioned in the

above statement.

Some Valuable Hints.
Transplanting—Before transplanting a tree the roots should be shaped

properly : e. g., with a sharp knife smooth off all the ends of roots that may be
bruised in taking up, and cut back the long ones to about six or eight inches.

For all kinds of fruit trees, except dwarf pears (which must be planted deeper),

make a hole from fifteen to eighteen inches deep (owing to size of tree) and
twenty-four inches square. Then fill in the bottom of hole with three or four

inches of top soil. Place the tree in and straighten out all roots and fill in with
about three inches of soil and pack close around the roots so as to hold tree

steady. The hole may then be filled with loose soil, but never put in manure,
and, if planting is done in fall, it should be heaped up two or three inches

around the tree. This should be leveled down the next Spring. The tree

should not be planted more than two inches deeper than it stood in the nursery
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row. Dwarf pears should be planted in good, rich, loose, loamy land, and deep

enough to cover the juncture between the bud and stock two or three inches.

Cultivation axd After-Cake—All kinds of fruit trees need more or less

care after being planted. Cherries and European varieties of plums will suc-

ceed well in poultry yards or other places where the soil is very close or grown

in sod; but all other kinds of fruit succeed much better with cultivation for one

or two seasons after planting, at least. If the orchard is to be sown in any

kind of grain, the soil should be pulverized, as in planting, for 15 or 18 inches

around the tree, and if this cannot be repeated during the season to prevent

baking after rains the tree should be mulched with rotten leaves or straw.

Pruning—First, as to time. Every twig on a young tree at planting time

should be cut back to one-third its original length, leaving the central one the

longest. This rule will apply to all except Dwarf pears and cherries, which,

unless unshapely, need not be pruned at all. Watershoots may be clipped off

any time during the growing season, and any twig growing out of proportion

cut back. After the first year the following rule will be found serviceable for

all pruning: Take out any twigs that may cross each other, and if the tree in-

clines any, clip off ends of twigs on the leaning side. Pruning should be at-

tended to each year to avoid having to cut off large limbs. Peach trees grown
on strong soil should be headed back one-third the previous season's growth
every year. This is to prevent heavily laden limbs from breaking. We advise,

in all cases, to head trees low, so that the sun may not blister the bodies.

Spraying—It is no longer a question as to value of spraying trees in order

to be successful in the business of fruit growing. And for the benefit of any of

our customers, who may feel interested, we will furnish catalogue which will

give full directions for the mixing of the spray and application of same.

While it is not necessary to have the strongest land for an orchard site,

still, care should be taken to plow the land deep, (subsoiling preferred) and if

any part of land is thin it may be top-dressed with manure, but none should go
in holes with trees. On this point of selection of sites and soils we will speak

more specifically under each saparate department in the catalogue.

While there are a variety of opinions as to size of trees best to plant , we pre-

fer two-year old for all kinds of trees except peach and some varieties of plums,

which should be only one year from the bud.

Season for Planting—Transplanting may be successfully done any time
between the 15th of October and the middle of April, when the ground is in

good workable condition.

Time to Order—Orders should be sent in as early as possible to insure

prompt attention, for we must fill them in the order of time that they come to

hand. Please state what you would prefer in the event that your order should
contain some variety that we might be out of when it reaches us. If left to us,

we will put in varieties ripening at same time and as valuable There is no
period from the earliest to the latest planting that we cannot give two or more
varieties maturing at the same time.

Please give explicit directions as to route stock shall be shipped, if there is

more than one way of reaching you. We will pack stock so that it will go safe-

ly a long distance, but desire that it shall reach destination as soon as possible.

If the soil should be too wet or frozen when the stock reaches you, if you
have no cellar, open a trench, and undo bundle or box and heal out, with all

roots well covered with soil. They should not be allowed to remain in bundle
any longer than is absolutely necessary.
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Customers unknown to us must send cash with order, or good bank refer-

ence as to their promptness in business transactions.

Should any errors occur in bills that we send out, our customers are re-

quested to notify us at once, that we may correct same; for it is our purpose to

deal justly with every one in all our business transactions.

We guarantee that all stock sent out shall be true to name, of standard size,

(unless a smaller grade is preferred) packed in the best manner possible and
delivered at depot free of charge. We also take bill of lading or receipt from
railroad or navigation company's agent and enclose same to our customers,

after which our responsibility will cease. The public carriers are responsible

for all damage resulting from delays in transit, and if your stock should be

damaged you have but to take the right steps and you can recover the full

amount of your loss.

While trees may be safely taken up any time after the 1st of October it is

better to wait till after the 25th.

We shall adhere to our custom of sending free some extra trees or plants

of choice varieties with each order, the number depending upon the amount of

bill made with us.

We recommend the following distances in planting different fruit trees

and plants :

Apples 25 to 80 feet apart.
Standard Pears and Heart Cherries 20 " 25 " "

Dwarf Pears 12 " 16 " "

Peaches, Apricots and Nectarines 20 " 25 " "

Duke Cherries and Plums 18 " 20 " "

Grapes 7 " 8 " "

Gooseberries, Currants and Raspberries 3 " 4 " "

Strawberries in rows 3 feet apart, with plants 1 to 1% feet apart in the rows.

Situation and soil may sometimes make it advantageous to change these

distances.

NUMBER OF TREES OR PLANTS TO THE ACRE.

30 feet apart each way 48
25 " " " " 70
20 " " " " 109
18 " " " " 134
16 " " " " ". 170
12 " '•' ". " 302
8 " " " " 650
4 « « " " ' ; ; 2722

To ascertain any number not enumerated above, multiply the distance in

feet between the rows desired, by the distance in feet between the plants in

each row, and divide into number of square feet in an acre (43,560), and the

quotient will be the number of plants required.

Respectfully,

The Green River Nurseries.
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SELECT APPLES.
The list of apples we give below does not include all the varieties we keep

in stock, but is selected from the large number of kinds that have been tested

for years, and that we feel safe in recommending to the general public. In do-

ing this we have been governed by several points that we think should be con-

sidered in giving such recommendation; viz., quality of fruit, hardiness and

productiveness of tree, and regularity in bearing. Besides these kinds named
we have quite a number of others, that in many respects are valuable, that

in many respects would interest the amateur, such as have but a local reputa-

tion, but we could not recommend in a commercial orchard. We think wise to

append here some hints about the orchard generally.

In selecting orchard site it is important to choose a place well drained, but

be careful that the land is not so sloping as to Cause the top soil, which is so

necessary to the vigor of the trees, to be washed away. Many mistakes

are made in choosing land already worn out by careless cultivation for the

orchard, when at least good average soil is necessary. Prominent horticultu-

ralists are now agreed that one of the chief drawbacks to the profitable or-

chard is the lack of plant food in the soils.

It is very necessary that the young trees should be cultivated for several

years after planting. But to meet the continual drainage on the land of tak-

ing off crops, year by year, there should be some kind of top-dressing annually

applied until the trees get into bearing, for the apple tree thrives better when
there is a considerable amount of vegetable matter. This is why orchards on

newly-cleared lands are more suecesslul. After the orchard comes into bear-

ing it should be sown in some kind of small grain, but this should be turned
under just before the crop matures.

For convenience of reference we have adopted the alphabetical order of

naming varieties. As our catalogues are sent to so many different latitudes,

where time of ripening will vary greatly, we can only approximate the seasons
of ripen ing.

SI MMER VARIETIES.

American Summer Pearmain—^Fruit
medium, slightly tapering; greenish,

striped with red; flesh tender, rich

and highly perfumed. August.

Astraohax Red—Rather large and
showy; skin greenish yellow, mostly

covered with crimson ; flesh white and
crisp, but rather acid. July.

Duchesse of Oldexbekg- Size me-
dium; nearly round; skin smooth, gol-

den yellow, striped with red. Of Rus-
sian origin.

Early Harvest—Large, light straw
color; tender, juicy, crisp, sprightly

acid flavor; an excellent bearer and de-

cidedly popular. Last of June.

Benoni - Size medium; reddish

striped; flesh juicy and rich; tree a

good grower and very productive.

Perhaps the best of its season. Mid-
!
die of July.

Early Joe—Fruit below medium in

size; form rather flattened ; yellowish
and striped with red. The very best

quality. Middle of July.

Early May- Size rather small ; color

nearly white; quality not the best, but
valuable because the earliest to ripen.
First of June.

Goldex Sweet—Size above medium ;

form globular; color, pale yellow;
flesh tender and sweet. Tree rather
an irregular grower. August.
Horse—An old and very popular ap-

ple, esteemed specially for drying and
cooking. Flesh rather course, but
pleasant when fully ripe. August.
Maiden's Blush—Fruit medium to
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large; form oblate; bright yellow col-

or with blush next sun; rather acid;

a good marked variety. Last of Au-

gust.

Pumpkin Sweet—Fruit very large;

skin greenish yellow, with russet;

sweet, rich and pleasant. Tree a

strong grower with dark green foliage.

August.

Red June—Fruit medium; oval,

rich, dark red. with sprightly flavor.

Well known and reliable.

Sors of Wine (Hominy June)—Size
medium to large; form round, rather

oblong; skin yellowish, mostly cov-

ered with red stripes. A good grower

and an abundant bearer.

Striped June—Size medium conical

;

flesh tender, rather dry when fully

ripe. Begins to ripen in June and con-

tinues through the month of July.

Stribling—Fruit round and large;

skin reddish green, and sprinkled with

yellow dots ; flesh white, tender, mild

and very good. Tree thrifty and bears

well. First of August.

FALT

mtinued.

Summer King—Large; striped with

red; tender, sub-acid. One of the best

for all purposes. August.

Sweet Alice—A local apple of Jer-

sey Sweet type, but tree stronger and
better grower. Fruit large; skin yel-

low, mostly covered with light red;

flesh tender, rich and excellent. In-

troduced by Downer & Bro., Fairview,

Ky. August.

William's Favorite—Fruit large;

skin smooth and glossy yellow, mostly

covered with red; flesh fine grained,

juicy and pleasant.

White Sugar (Sweet Bough)—Fruit

medium, tapering; skin very white;

flesh tender, rich and juicy. Tree
rather slow to come into bearing-.

Dr. Briggs—A new seedling, origi-

nated on the fruit farm of Dr. Jas. A.

Briggs, near this city. Size large, re-

sembling somewhat Rome Beauty and

is possibly a seedling of this noted

apple. October.

Fall Pippix—It would be difficult

to say too much in praise of this valu-

able apple. Size very large; greenish
yellow; flesh tender with rich aromat-
ic flavor. September.

Fall Queen (Buckingham)—Size
large; flesh very juicy and excellent;
form oblate, narrowing somewhat to-

ward the point ; skin yellowish, mostly
covered with stripes of red. Very pop-
ular. September.

Grimes Golden—Medium, oblong;
rich yellow, with a very delicate, fine

flavor. September and October.

Hubbardston's Nonesuch—Yellow,
deeply shaded with red; tree vigorous
and productive. A superb apple. Oc-
tober.

Lady Finger—Tree a strong and np-

Yellow Transparent—A new, pop-

ular Russian variety, ripens about wTith

Early Harvest. Roundish, slightly

angular; skin white, pale yellow when
fully ripe; flesh tender, juicy with a

subacid flavor. Keeps well after ripen-

ing making it a good market variety.

VARIETIES.
right grower and an abundant bearer.

Fruit large, tapering and of good
quality. Tree rather more subject to

twig-blight than other kinds of its sea-

son. Last of October.

Mangum (Fall Cheese)—Color red,

striped; size medium; flesh white,

tender, juicy and very excellent. We
know of no better fall apple than this

variety. Tree a vigorous, symmetrical

grower and an early and an abundant
bearer.

Norton's Melon—Fruit large; skin

yellowish, splashed with red; flesh

tender, rich, juicy and excellent.

Smith's Cider—Fruit rather large,
striped with yellow and red; roundish
conical; tender, juicy and pleasant.
Tree a strong grower.

Stark's Seedling—A local apple, re-

sembling Summer Pearmain in form
and general appearance. Has been
tested for many years and is very reli-

able. November,
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WINTER A

Arkansas Black—Size medium,
nearly round; color very dark red;

flesh yellow; firm and juicy. Regarded
as a very valuable acquisition to the

list of winter apples for the South.

Bex Davis—This very popular mar-
ket variety is too well known to need

description. It is popular because it

comes into bearing early and fruit isN

large and showy. Tree bears abund-

antly.

Black Twig—Originated in Lincoln

county, Tennessee, and closely resem-

bles a fine specimen of Wine Sap, of

which it is doubtless a seedling.

Dr. Walker—A seedling of Rawles'

Jenet, and very popular in Northern
Kentucky. Said to have originated in

Washington county. Size large; color

red; flesh tender and of good quality.

Blooms late like Jenet and keeps well.

Tree a very strong grower.

Gaxo—From Northwestern Missouri,

and thought to be a seedling of Ben
Davis, and it closely resembles this old

variety in both tree and fruit.

Glendale—From Hardin county,

Ky., where it is considered a very pop-

ular apple, but has not proven entirely

satisfactory here. Fruit of good size

and quality and tree grows well.

Green Cheese—Size medium ; form
flat; color greenish yellow ; rich juicy

and pleasant. Tree hardy and produc-

tive.

Hall's Seedling—Fruit rather

small, roundish; red, with numerous
small dots, fine grained, rich and juicy-

Keeps well.

Jenet (Rawles)—An old variety too

well known to need description. On
good, rich soil is yet a profitable va-

riety.

Jones' Seedling—Origin Tennessee*

Large, greenish yellow, shaded with

brownish red. An excellent keeper

and good market apple.

Kixnard's Choice—Supposed to be

a seedling of Wine Sap. Fruit larger:

>ES, continued.

ARIETTES.

color dark red; flesh yellow, fine

grained, rich, tender and juicy. Tree

very vigorous and bears young.

I" Kentucky Long Stem—Fruit large;

skin greenish, striped with red; flesh

rich, juicy and good. Succeeds best on

sandy soil. Rather slow to come into

bearing.

Lady—Fruit small, flat; skin yel-

low, waxen appearance, with blush

next the sun; flesh very fine grained

and excellent. Tree rather a slow

grower.

Lansingburg—Quality good. Tree
a strong grower and productive and
bears well, but has not proven entirely

satisfactory.

Lavner—Tree closely resembles

Winter Pearmain. Fruit large and of

fine appearance; dark red color, rich

and with small gray dots; flesh white,

firm, mild and good.

, Maxey— Fruit rather large, round;
skin greenish, with shadings of light

red; flesh white, firm and keeps well.

Poorhouse— Originated near Galla-

tin, Tenn., and is a remarkably fine

apple, both for market and home use.

Very large; yellow; flesh rich and
good. Tree a strong grower and good
bearer.

* Pryor's Red—Fruit medium, round-
ish; greenish yellow, Covered with dull

red and russet
;
quality excellent. This

variety is subject to a kind of leaf

blight, which makes it unreliable in

many localities.

Red Limbertwig—Fruit medium
;

form roundish, conic : skin red, rather
russety ; flesh fine, rich, with a pleas-

ant flavor. Bears abundantly and
keeps well. Succeeds best on rather

thin soil.

Rome Beauty—Fruit large, round-
ish; skin yellow, shaded with red;

flesh tender, rich, with sprightly sub-

acid flavor. A very excellent early

winter apple.

Shockley—Fruit medium or below:
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SELECT APPLES, continued.

tree bears well
;
quality of fruit rather

poor, but keeps well and is good for

cider.

Wine Sap—More largely planted

than any apple grown in this State,

and is deservedly popular. Size me-

dium, but color and quality all that

could be desired. Tree an irregular

grower, but an excellent bearer.

Winter Green (local name)—An old

variety introduced by Mr. Campbell,

and while the tree is a very irregular

and straggling growth, this is one of

the most desirable apples grown in

this section. Color reddish purple, be-

coming lighter toward point
;
quality

the very best.

Winter Pearmain—Fruit very large,

nearly round; yellowish color, striped

with bright red; flesh yellow, tender,

juicy and very rich. Succeeds better

on thin land.

Yates—Fruit rather small, roundish,

oblate; dark, rich red, with numerous
white dots, juicy, rich and mild; sub-

acid. Tree an early bearer and fruit

keeps well.

Crabs for cider and preserving.—
Kentucky Eed—This variety has so

far surpassed any other kind we have

tested here for cider that we can rec-

ommend no other. Size rather large;

nearly round. Tree bears well and
abundantly.

Golden Beauty—Fruit large, round-

ish ; skin golden yellow ; a profuse

bearer and very showy. July.

Transcendent— Fruit medium, ob-

long ; skin yellow, covered with rich

crimson where exposed to sun. Es-

teemed for preserving purposes.

Ausrust.

NEW APPLES.
Under this head we not only include varieties that we have found and are

testing ourselves, but such kinds as are being sent out by horticulturists

whose experience and judgment we think worthy of our attention. Also be-

cause many of these kinds are being recommended by leading nurserymen of

the country.

Aiken—We obtained the scions of

this new variety from Stark Bros.,

Missouri, and it has been highly rec-

ommended as a winter apple by that

firm.

Ark. Beauty—Said to be large ; col-

or beautiful ;
light crimson in the

shade, darker in the sun ; flesh fine-

grained, whitish tinged with red and

yellow ; flavor rich and subacid ; an

enormous bearer. Season, November.

Ark. Mammoth Black Twig— Said

to have originated in Tennessee, but

was brought prominently into notice

first in Northern Arkansas. A type of

Wine Sap, of which it is doubtless a

seedling, though very much larger.

Color, appearance and flavor closely

resemble Wine Sap. A good keeper.

Tree a fine,thrifty grower, with spread-
ing habit.

Babbit—This is an apple well known
in some parts for its extreme hardiness

of tree and strong growth. It is said

to be an improved Baldwin. Large,

deep red, juicy and rich. It is fit for

use in October, but will keep well into

Spring.
y Batingme— Tree found near Cedar
Hill, Tenn., in the Spring of 1883, by
the senior member of our firm. The
fruit of this variety is the largest we
have ever seen ; color bright red on
yellowish ground; flesh white, moder-
ately acid, but good; tree hardy and
vigorous. Ripens last of July.

Berry Red — A new variety that

originated in Eastern Kentucky, and
said to be remarkable for its long keep-

ing qualities. Although we have been

propagating it for several years,noneof

the young orchard trees have borne yet.
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Cofelt Beauty— Thought to be a

seedling of Ben Davis, and is said to

possess all the good qualities of its

parent. A good grower and an abund-

ant and regular bearer. Flesh rich,

subacid, and keeps till late in spring.

Cove— Originated in Tennessee and
said to be a fine late keeping apple;

size rather large ; roundish ; color

rich, bright red; flesh firm, mild and

good.

Crawford—We obtained the scions

of this new variety from Northern
Arkansas from a firm that recommend-
ed it very highly as a reliable winter

apple, but we have not had it long

enough to test its fruiting qualities.

Cumberland— Originated near

Clarksville, Tenn., and was introduced

by F. X. Downer in 1886. Was tested

for many years before we begun its

propagation and proved to be a very

fine keeper, specimens remaining in

perfect condition till the first of May.
Form roundish, oblate with basin de-

pressed ; core very short : color dark

red; about the size of the Wine Sap;
surface smooth and glossy; flesh white

and quality very good.

Early Coltox—Said to be medium
size ; nearly round ; skin yellowish

white with slight blush next the sun:

flesh juicy, rich and of spicy flavor :

ripens before Early Harvest : bears

regularly, but tree not a good grower.
Early Eire—Similar to E. Harvest,

but much larger : quality and color

about the same
;

ripens some later ;

tree a much stronger grower: an erect

and good bearer.

\ Huchisox — A large, yellow apple
found near Auburn, Ky. Flesh very
rich and fine : tree a good grower.
This is a very popular apple where it is

known.

Kirtley's Haxg-ox—Found on the
farm of Sanf 1. Kirtley, near this city,

and attracted attention because of the
fruit having been found hanging on
tree till nearly Christmas. Mr. Kirt-

S, continued.

ley claims for this variety superiority

in quality to Wine Sap. Of dark red

color; about the same size and general

appearance of Wine Sap. Tree a

thrifty grower and bears abundantly.

A long keeper.

/ Mary Womack — Originated near

Anchorage, Ky., and thought to be a

seedling of Earn bo. Tree a thrifty

grower and bears well. We consider

this one of the very best apples of the

season. Last of August or first of Sep-

tember.

McKixley—A variety introduced re-

cently by Win. Hy Smith,of Tennessee.

Fruit fine, of large size; color green:

quality extra good. Tree a very slow

grower in nursery row.

Naxcemoxd Beauty— Fruit said to

be medium to large, roundish oblate:

color yellowish ground covered with

red; flesh white, tender, juicy, mild,

subacid and good. Tree a beautiful

growth. Originated in Virginia.

Qrrick—Size very large, roundish

oblate, ribbed; skin yellow, mostly

covered with red and sprinkled with
small gray dots: flesh yellow, sub-

acid and good. Introduced by Downer
& Bro. Fine appearance and long

keeping qualities recommend this

apple.

Red BeitighEimer—Of German ori-

gin . Fruit very large, form slightly

conical; skin smooth, with pale yellow

ground, nearly covered with red; flesh

firm, white and juicy; subacid, pleas-

ant flavor. Tree a strong grower and
bears well. August.

Salome—From Illinois and said to

be valuable for early bearing, long
keeping and abundance of fruit; size

medium; flesh tender, mild and sub-

acid.

Shaxxox Pippix—Originated, it is

thought, in Arkansas. Fruit large,

slightly conical: yellow, with gray
dots; flesh yellowish, mild, subacid.

Xovember.
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Introduced by Wm. Hy Smith, of Tennessee. Tree very vigorous, hardy and

productive. While in all probability a seedling of Wine Sap, it is a much
stronger grower. Fruit large, roundish, somewhat flattened; color dark red

with yellowish cast; flesh firm, yellow and good. A remarkably late keeper.

We have them now (6th of March) in perfect condition. Will doubtless keep

till last of May. We believe this is destined to be the most popular of the late

keeping varieties.

Sexatob—A very large and beautiful

red apple with white dots described by

Stark Bros, as follows :

Bears every year, began at four years

and outbears Ben Davis. Trees simply

look like a pile of apples; 16-year trees

averaged 24 bushels first-class apples;
limbs bend to the ground, but don't
break. Finer quality than Kinnaird,
don't scab, good keeper—best apple
planted in this country ; made us more
money than anything else. Tested 50
years.

Shacklefoed—Originated in Clark
county, Missouri, and described as fol-

lows : Tree a vigorous grower and pro-

lific bearer, and is said to succeed on

poor land—clay subsoil. Fruit large,

highly colored and fine flavored. A
long keeper.

Speixgdale—Said to be very large

;

deep red ; excellent quality ; the great

keeping apple of Arkansas. The orig-
inator claims that freezing does not
hurt them. A promising new variety
worthy of trial. Said to keep till May.
Yoek Impeeial—Fruit large, nearly

round; whitish, shaded with crimson,
sprinkled with light gray dots; flesh

yellowish, fine, crisp, juicy and pleas-
ant. Very good. A mid-winter va-
riety.
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SELECT LIST OF PEACHES.
While the Peach adopts itself to almost any soil that is not too wet, it

reaches its greatest excellence in rich, dry loam, and the more elevated the site

selected for the orchard the better. Wood ashes is a good fertilizer, and mixed

with a small proportion of salt and . placed around the tree, will prevent the

ravages of the borer to a great extent. The varieties we give below have been

carefully selected from a long list of tested kinds, and we feel that they cannot

fail to please our customers.

There is nothing more important, after making a good selection of varie-

ties and planting same properly (see instructions on this point under general

remarks at beginning of catalogue) than to keep the orchard for the first two
or three years in cultivation, and the trees pruned annually. For further dis-

cussion of this very important matter, we have appended some very valuable

advice from J. Van Lindly, the veteran Horticulturalist, of Xorth Carolina,

and the World-accepted authority, Chas. Downing.
The question has often been asked, How can I keep borers out of my Peach

trees ? Go through your orchard, and where you find gum at surface (dean the

dirt from around it, and with a knife, or some sharp-pointed instrument, fol-

low up the worms and kill them, then throw around the tree a little lime or

ashes. Attend to this two or three times during the spring and summer, and
you will keep your trees healthy, as well as greatly extend their useful life.

Peach-Borer Wash—Take half to three-quarters of a pound of tobacco,

plug or leaf, break or cut it up, and boil it well in about a gallon and a halt' of

water, strain out the tobacco, and to the liquid add a pint of salt, from a quar-

ter to half a pound of carbolic soap, and enough freshly slaked lime to make a

pretty thick wash.

Second Receipt—This is highly recommended, and I consider it the most
effective : For a 50-gallon cask, 25 pounds of caustic potash, 3 pounds common
white arsenic, 2 gallons of crude carbolic acid, with water, lime and clay

enough added to make a good, thick wash that will last on the trees three or

four months.

Early in spring scrape the dirt away from trunk of the tree as deep as the

top roots and with a paint or whitewash brush apply a coat of the above wash
from a foot above the ground down to the roots. When dry replace the soil

around the trunk. Should a washing rain, during the spring or early summer,
dissolve or carry off this wash, it must be renewed. The above is to be used as

a preventive, not to destroy the borer within the bark, but to prevent the de-

posit of eggs by the borer-moth during the spring and summer months.
Pruning—In February, or as early in spring as may be practicable, we

commence pruning. This consists only in shortening in, i. e., cutting off half

the last year's growth over the whole outside head of the tree and also upon the
inner branches, shortening back the strongest limbs most. This brings the
tree into a well rounded shape. By reducing the young wood one-half, we at

the same time reduce the coining crop one-half in quantity. The remaining
half, receiving all the substance of the tree, is of double the size. The young
shoots which start out abundantly from all parts of the. tree keep it well sup-
plied with bearing wood for the next year, while the greater luxuriance and
size of foliage, as a necessary consequence, produce larger and higher flavored
fruit. Thus while we have secured against the prevalent evil, an over crop,
we have also provided for the full nourishment of the present year's fruit, and
induced a supply of fruit-bearing shoots throughout the tree for the next seas-
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on. The course of pruning should be followed regularly every year during the

life of the tree. It is light work and quickly done, and doubles the value of the

fruit. The appearance of a tree pruned in this way after many years of bear-

ing, is a very striking contrast to the skeletons usually seen. It is, in fact, a

fine object, with a thick, low, bushy head filled with healthy young wood, and

in summer with an abundance of dark green foliage and hardsome fruit. ~No

intelligent man will hesitate about adopting so simple a course of treatment to

secure such valuable results. We recommend it with entire confidence to the

practice of every man in the country who cultivates a peach tree. After he

has seen and tasted its good effects we do not fear his laying it aside.—Downing.

GEXERAL LIST OF PEACHES.
Alexander's Early— Fruit grows

to be rather large if it is properly

thinned. Xearly round; skin green-

ish white and covered with purplish

red ; flesh juicy and sweet and adheres

partially to stone. Ripens early in

June.

Amelia—Fruit very large, roundish,

oblong ; skin nearly white, partially

covered with red; flesh white, red next

to the stone, juicy, sweet and excellent.

Freestone.

Amsden—Very similar to Alexander

in time of ripening, appearance and

quality of fruit. Partially adheres to

stone.

Annie Trice— Originated in Hop-
kinsville and was introduced by Dow-
ner & Bro., of Fairview, Ky., some

fifteen years or more since and has

proven one of the most satisfactory

among the early peaches of the Hale's

Early type. Like Alexander and Ams-
den it is inclined to overbear, and at

least half the fruit should be taken off

to give best results. This variety and

the two mentioned above have given

more satisfaction than others of that

type, so we have dropped Waterloo,

Briggs' May, Ky. June and Jessie Kerr,

which we have heretofore kept in stock.

Arkansas Traveler—Of same type

as above named varieties, but said to

ripen some earlier and larger. Claimed

to be almost a perfect freestone.

Creamy white, nearly covered with
dark red. Originated in Arkansas,

near Camden.
Champion— Originated in Illinois.

Lar^e. round : flavor sweet, rich and

juicy ; skin creamy white, with red

cheek
;

strikingly handsome ; free-

stone; good bearer and hardy. Ripens
last of July.

Chinese Cling—Very large; skin,

cream color, reddish next the sun;

flesh, creamy white, very juicy and
melting. August.

Early Crawford—Large, yellow,

fine quality. Size and beauty make it

one of the most desirable orchard

fruits, and a popular market variety.

Freestone. First of August.
Early Rivers—Large ; color creamy

white, shaded with light red next to

the sun; flesh white, juicy and good.

Freestone. July.

Early Tillotson — Size medium

;

mostly red; juicy and very good.

Middle of July.

Early York — Size large ; yellow-

ish white, red on side next the sun;

flesh, melting and juicy. Freestone,

and one of the best of its season. Mid-
dle of July.

Foster—Originated near Boston.

Large yellow peach resembling Craw-
ford's Early, but of better quality.

Ripens about middle of July.

George 4th —Large ; white with red

cheek; flesh, juicy and rich. Tree

vigorous and bears moderate crops of

the best quality. Freestone. August,

i Great Western—Of Heath type,

'but larger and much better quality.

Very popular. Last of September.

Cling.

Heath Cling.—Old and well known.
Valuable for canning and late market.

Last of September.
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Heath Free — Resembles Heath

Cling in size and color, but ripens

later here. Point less prominent:

flesh, white, juicy, rich and good.

October.

Henrietta, (Levy's Late.)—A most

magnificent yellow clingstone; size

large; mostly covered with bright

crimson
;
hardy productive and a sun

bearer; commands fancy prices on

market. September.

Hopkinsville—Fruit large, elon-

gated, point prominent; greenish

white, mostly covered with dull red;

flesh white, rich and good. Has been

a popular variety for more than thirty

years. Leaves serrated. Freestone.

August.

Indian Blood, (Old '•Indian.")

—

Like the above has been known for

many years and is deservedly popular.

Very large, juicy and good. Cling-

stone. September.

Late Crawford—A very valuable

freestone for market. Very large;

yellow with dark red cheek: quality

good. Last of August .

Lord Palmeston — Large,

flesh white, red next the stone; firm,

rich and highly flavored. Adheres
slightly to seed. First of September.

Mountain Rose—Large, white with

red cheek; flesh white, rich, juicy and
fine. This is perhaps the best of the

medium early peaches of the old sorts.

Freestone. Middle of July.

Xapoleon—Of the very best quality.

Size, large; highly colored, tree vigor-

ous and a moderate bearer. Freestone.

August.

Nixes' Late—Fruit large, roundish

white

;

continued.

point depressed: skin white, downy:

flesh white, juicy and sweet Ripens

late in October and is valuable for fam-

ily and market. Clingstone.

Old Mixon Free — Fruit large 1
,

roundish, oval; skin yellowish. white,

with deep red cheek; flesh white, red

next the stone; tender, sweet and good.

August.

Old Mixon Cling—Large and ex-

cellent; one of the best cling. Last of

August and first of September.

Red Heath.—Very large, resembling

White Heath in shape: creamy white,

nearly covered with deep, rich. Fed;

flesh white, juicy and sweet. August.

Sallie Workel.—Very closely re-

sembles Hopkinsville, and we are of

the opinion that it is the same thing

after thoroughly testing, although

brought here from Carolina. A good

peach. Last of August.

Steadly.—A large and very late

variety: of greenish white color ; flesh

white to the stone and delicious.

Freestone, with small seed. Septem-
ber.

Stump the World.—Very large;

creamy white with bright red cheek:

quality, the best. Ln soil that suits

it (not very rich) we know of no better

peach of its season. August. Free-

stone.

Yellow Rareri i>e.— Fruit roundish,

large; suture slightly depressed : skin

deep, orange yellow, somewhat dotted

with red: cheek rich. red. shaded off

in streaks; flesh deep yellow, red at

stone: juicy, melting with a rich,

vinous flavor. Freestone, with small

seed. First of August.

NEW AND RARE VARIETIES.
The list of new varieties we give below is selected from a very wide range

of territory, and comprise such as we have either tested ourselves, or have been
by horticulturists whose judgment we have great confidence in. Ln

the description as given by introducers.

sent out by horticulturi

the latter case we give substantially

Alice Free—Originated in Louis-

ville, Ky., on the premises of Jno. W.
Shalcross. Esq. Size very lar»fe. skin

white, with red blush next the sun:

fine quality and appearance. We in-

troduced this nearly ten years since.
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and have been pleased with the exper-

ience we have had with it. Ripening,

as it does, late in October, makes it a

very desirable market variety.

Amelia-Berta — A cross between

Amelia and, Elberta. As large as the

latter and highly colored. Ripens

with Amelia Freestone.

Beauty's Blush—Fruit large, high

color: splendid for market. Freestone.

Ripens in July.

Bokara, Xo. 3—Fruit, said to be

large: yellow with red cheek ; flesh of

fine quality; an excellent keeper.

Freestone. Very hardy, having with-

stood 20 degrees below zero without

injury. Of Asiatic origin. July.

Crosby—Medium; orange yellow:

clear freestone, small seed; high qual-

ity ; ripens with Elberta. Introduced

by Mr. Hale, of Connecticut, and is said

to have withstood 22 degrees below

zero without injury to tree or buds.

Fine peach for market or home use.

Emperor—Said to be a seedling of

Crawford's Late: fruit, very large;

skin, a beautiful yellow, with bright

red cheek- next the sun: seed very

small and a decided freestone. Very

hardy and a regular bearer. Ripens in

October. Very highly recommended

by the introducer, Mr. Black, of Xew
Jersey.

Elberta—We consider this the most

popular variety of its season. Large,

golden yellow, slightly striped with

red next the sun; flesh yellow, juicy,

fine grained and of excellent flavor.

Tree prolific and of luxuriant growth.

Supposed to be a seedling of Chinese

Cling. A good market variety. Free-

stone. August.

Greensboro — Originated near

Greensboro, X. C. Said to be the

largest of all the early peaches, and
beautifully colored with light and

dark red, shaded with yellow; matures

perfectly to the seed from which it

separates readily when fully ripe;

flesh white, juicy and good. Ripens

witb the Alexander.

Xew Globe—A rapid and vigorous

grower ; freestone ;
golden yellow with

red blush; uniformly large in size,

sometimes measuring over 12 inches in

|

circumference; flavor, unsurpassed.

Trees said to last longer than any
other kind in cultivation. Ripens late.

R. E. Lee—Of Chinese Cling parent-

age, and trees are very similar as well

as fruit of that variety. Skin creamy
white, tinged with carmine; fruit

large, juicy and most luscious in qual-

ity. Clingstone.

Silver Medal — Large, white ;

flesh white to the stone ; tree a thrifty

grower and bears well. Freestone.

Ripens in September.

Sneed—Said to be a very remarkable

early peach, ripening earlier than
Alexander, and is of an entirely differ-

ent type from the Hale's Early family.

Seems to belong to the Chinese Cling

class. Size, medium ; color white with
flush on cheek.

Summer Snow—Medium size; skin

clear; transparent; flesh white to the

stone, which is very small; firm, juicy

and luscious. Twigs light, green

color. August. Clingstone.

Susquehanna—One of the most hand-

some peaches. Fruit large, nearly

globular; skin rich yellow, with beau-

tiful red cheek; flesh yellow, sweet

juicy, with rich, vinuous flavor. Free-

stone. September.

White June—Originated on prem-
ises of Mr. W. W. Ware, of Hopkins-
ville, Ky., who was so wrell pleased

with its quality that we were induced

to propagate it several years since.

Mr. Ware is a man who has had large

experience in peach culture and pro-

nounces this the best early peach he

has known. Ripens with Alexander.

Color nearly white; quality, first rate.

Thurber — Fruit large, roundish

oblate; skin downy; creamy white,

shaded and mottled with pale red, fine

grained, juicy and melting. Ripens
first of August. Freestone. Seedling
of Chinese Cling. Said to have origi-

nated near Rome. Ga.
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JAPAN BLOOD.
This is the earliest of all peaches, ripening a week or ten days before Alex-

ander, maturing in about eight weeks from time of blooming: flowers doubled

and blooming late makes it almost exempt from late spring frosts. Rather
dwarfish, stocky growth, and comes in bearing second year from planting.

Fruit rather large, greenish yellow with carmine blush on sunny side. Flesh

reddish, juicy, and although so very early, of excellent quality. Our specimen

tree matured a fine crop this year and all were gone by 23rd of June. Mr. P. J.

Burkmans, that well known authority from Augusta, Ga., states that for the

last five years it has fruited more regularly than any peach except Alexander.

Triumph—Originated in Spalding

county, G-a. This yellow fleshed peach

is said to be by those who introduced it

the most remarkable acquisition of the

age to the peach list. Has a very

small seed and when fully ripe, sepa- !

rates readily from the pit.

claimed this peach is of extra good
quality; color, yellow with light and
dark red which makes it a very showy
market peach. Size, larger than Alex-

ander and ripens with that variety.

Wheatland, (Rogers' Golden Mam-
moth.)—One of the largest and best of

its season—midsummer. Fruit showr

y,

firm and well adapted to distant ship-

ment: skin deep golden yellow, shaded
with crimson; flesh yellow, juicy and
of good quality. Freestone.

Whitlow's Choice, (Local.)—We
It is

J
found this variety near Casky, Ky., on
the fruit farm of W. H. Whitlow and
in an orchard of all the leading varie-

ties, he claims this to be the most
profitable variety of all. Resembles
yellow7 Rareripe, and is of highest
quality. Freestone. Ripens last of

July.
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Wonderful—Very large; deep yel-

low with carmine blush; flesh yellow,

firm, rich and vinous. Freestone. It

is claimed for this variety uniformity

of size, and keeping quality makes it

one of the best shipping sorts.

Yexshi—This new variety from

]S"orth West China was introduced by

F. S. Phoenix, of Bloomington, 111.,

who pronounces it a most remarkable

variety, and says, while it excells the

famous Alexander in appearance and

I size, it is is a perfect freestone and

I
ripens with the above named variety.

Color creamy white, nearly covered

with crimson ; flesh tender, very juicy,

and highly flavored. Pronounced by
Prof. Budd much hardier than the

common class of peaches. It is claimed

by the introducer to come into bearing

the second year, and he has found fruit

on them when not more than three feet

high.

SELECT PEARS.
While it is true that some varieties of Pears may be grown in all latitudes

of the -United States, and will succeed to some extent on quite a variety of soils,

a wise selection of varieties as to adaptation to character of soil and climate

will greatly remunerate planters. The best results, however, are obtained on

well drained loamy soils. It adds very much to the vigor and thriftiness of the

young trees if the land is kept in cultivation until they come to the age of fruit-

ing. And it will improve the size and quality of fruit very much to top-dress

the orchard with stable manure after this period.

For orchard planting we recommend the standards and for garden culture,

dwarfs. The latter should be planted in good soil and two or three inches

deeper than the juncture with the quince stock on which it is budded.

Most kinds of pears are better if gathered eight or ten days before maturity.

This can be determined whenever the stem will unjoint readily. If left on
trees some varieties will rot next the core befere they are edible on the outside.

Our hints under head of general remarks in preface on pruning will apply here.

Some varieties are even improved in size of fruit when grown as dwarfs

such as Bartlett and Duchesse d' Angouleme; others, as the Kieffer, Seckel and
Howell have not vigor enongh on the quince stock to mature the full crop of

fruit they will set, and are much more reliable as standards.

Bartlett—Large, pyriform, some-

times irregular, yellow, with faint

blush where exposed to the sun, fine

grained, buttery and delicious. Bears

early, and succeeds well either as

dwarf or standard. Very deservedly

popular. August.

Bartlett-Seckel — This combina-
tion is the result of a cross between the

two celebrated varieties, Bartlett and
Seckel, and furnishes the size, buttery,

fine flesh, thrifty growth and great

productiveness of Bartlett with the

rich, sweet, aromatic flavor and extra

fine quality of the Seckel, combined in

one tree. Said to be specially desira-

ble for the gardner. Ripens after

Bartlett.

Bloodgood—Medium size, yellow-

ish, russeted, with a sweet and aromatic

flavor. One of the most desirable of

the early kinds. Dwarf or standard.

July.

Chamber's (Early Harvest.)—Fruit,
medium to large, roundish, golden yel-

low, shaded with red when exposed to

the sun. Flesh white, juicy, sweet

and good. Highly recommended by
Kentucky State Horticulture Society

as a valuable early variety for market
or home use. Last of July.

Clapp's Favorite — Fruit very
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to be the

Skin light

large, pyriform, pale yellow, blushed

with crimson next to the sun. Flesh

white, rich and vinous. Dwarf or

standard. Blights badly in some

localities. August.

Comet (Lawson.)—Said

largest of the early pears,

golden yellow, mostly covered with

crimson. As soon as ripe, flesh is very

good. Considering the time of ripen-

ing, hardiness of tree and beauty of

fruit, a very desirable variety. Last

of June.

Doyenne 'd Ete—Small, roundish;

skin yellow with bright red blush;

flesh white, juicy and pleasant.

Howell -Rather large, roundish,

light yellow; flesh white, tender, juicy,

pleasant, vinous flavor. Tree rather

an irregular grower, but strong and

hardy and succeeds as either standard

or dwarf. A very desirable variety.

Last of August and first of September.

Koonce —This variety is probably

the most valuable early pear. Said to

ripen two weeks earlier than Early

Harvest, and of much better quality.

Fruit, a straw color, with red cheek,

sprinkled with brown dots. Tree, a

vigorous grower and with healthy

foliage.

Lb Conte-A supposed seedling of

Chinese Sand pear. Fruit large,

pyriform; skin, smooth, pale yellow;

flesh, juicy and pleasant. A rapid

grower and an early and abundant
bearer. Originated in Georgia where

FALL AND

it succeeds very well, but blooms so

early here that it is frequently dam-
aged with late spring frosts. Stand-

ard. August.

Margaret (Petite.) — Fruit, medium ;

skin, greenish yellow, with brownish

red cheek; flesh, melting, juicy and ex-

cellent. Tree an early bearer and

grows well. August.

Osbaxd's Summer— Fruit, medium;
skin, smooth, clear yellow, with blush

next to the sun: flesh, white, tender,

juicy, melting. One of the best of very

early kinds as dwarf. Last of July.

Seckel— Fruit small to medium,
form obovate; skin, dull yellowish,

brown, with red cheek: flesh, tender,

sweet, rich and juicy. The standard

of excellence in pears. Succeeds best

as a standard. August.

Sugar—An old variety and very

popular in some localities. Fruit

rather small: skin, pale yellow when
ripe with blush: flesh, tender, sweet

and good. Middle of July.

Tyson— Fruit medium: skin, yel-

lowish with russet: flesh, juicy, melt-

ing and sweet. Rather slow to come
into bearing, but succeeds well as a

dwarf or standard. First of August.

Wilder's Early—?A valuable and
specially good early pear; size, med-
ium: pyriform, smooth, pale yellow,

with red cheek; flesh, fine grained,
tender with rich sprightly flavor. A
good shipper and very profitable for

market.

WINTER VARIETIES.
Belle Leucrative. — Fruit rather

large: roundish, pale greenish yellow,

slightly russeted ; flesh, juicy, rich and
good. September.

Beuere 'd Aujou—Perhaps the most
popular pear among the fall varieties.

Xot liable to blight. Fruit large and
fine of appearance and of best quality,

and keeps well. Tree, a good grower
and very hardy. Standard or dwarf.

Season September and October.

Buffum—Remarkable for its vigor-

ous growth, beautiful upright habit
and hardiness. Fruit medium size:

russeted; flesh, white,' sweet and but-
tery. First of September. Standard
or dwarf

.

' Doyenne Bussock — Fruit large;
form, obovate; skin yellow, rather
russety; flesh white, juicy and very
good. Standard.

Duchesse d' Angouleme — Fruit
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very large, oblong ovate; surface ir-

regular; skin, greenish with spots of

russet
;
flesh, white, buttery, juicy and

good. Perhaps the most popular

variety grown as a dwarf. Last of

September.

Flemish Beauty—Fruit large,round-

ish, pyriform; skin yellowish with

russet and a brownish red cheek ; flesh

fine grained and excellent. Standard.

A very desirable variety but blights

badly in some localities. September.

Frederick Clapp—Fruit medium;
skin bright yellow ; flesh rather yellow,

fine grained, rich and good. Tree a

very irregular grower in nursery.

October.

Garber's — A seedling of Chinese

Sand raised by Dr. J. B. Garber, of

Pennsylvania. Said to resemble Kief-

fer in size, appearance and quality.

Ripens before the above named, and

tree of more open growth.

Idaho—A new variety from the

West of fine size and appearance, but

so subject to blight as to be very un-

reliable. October.

Japan Golden Russet—Said by the

introducers to be an exceedingly early,

regular and an abundant bearer, fruit

hanging in great masses. Foliage is

tough and leathery, enabling it to en-

dure great heat and drouth without
injury. Fruit is handsome, of a flat or

apple shape form of a golden russet

color
;
size, eight or ten inches around.

September.

Lawrence—Fruit medium to large,

pyriform; skin yellow: flesh white,

tender, juicy and buttery. Very desir-

able late variety. Standard or dwarf.

Xovember.

Lincoln Goreless—Large, high-col-

ored and handsome; flesh rich, yellow-

ish tint, mellow and aromatic; very

late and will keep nearly through win-
ter. Said to be entirely without core.

A good market variety.

KiEffer ,

s Hybred--A seedling of

Chinese Sand, supposed to be crossed

with Bartlett. Almost entirely free

from blight. Fruit large to very large
;

form roundish, oval, narrowing at both
ends; skin deep orange yellow with
dots of russet and reddish cheek next

to sun ; flesh rather coarse but juicy

with rather a musky aroma quality.

Beyond question this is a valuable ac-

quisition as a market variety. Tree a

vigorous grower and comes into bearing

very early. Standard. October and
Xovember.
Louise Bonnie—Size large; skin

smooth with a greenish yellow color

and blush next to the sun ; flesh white,

juicy and of fair quality. Succeeds

best as dwarf. September.

Sheldon—Fruit large, form round-
ish: skin yellowish russeted; flesh

rather coarse but" juicy. Quality not

the best, but tree a good grower.—Sud-

duth.

Worden's Seckel— Originated by S.

Worden, the originator of the Worden
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Grape. It is a seedling of the Seckel.

Flesh is a dull white, buttery melting,

fine grained, with flavor and aroma

fully equal to that of its distinguished

parent, and which it far surpasses in

size, beauty and keeping qualities. It

ripens in early October and can be

kept in good eating condition until De-

cember. It bears in clusters.

Vicar of Winkfield—Large, long,

pyriform; smooth pale yellow skin

with brownish cheek. Tree a vigorous

grower. While a beautiful pear in ap-

pearance, we do not consider it at all

reliable.

Vermont Beauty—In color it is a

rich yellow with beautiful bright car-

mine cheek; medium size; flesh the

finest quality, rich, juicy and aromatic.

Tree a fine grower, thrifty and hardy.

Ripens after Seckel and before the reg-

ular winter varieties.

PLUMS.
Plums will succeed well on any good, well drained clay soil, especially

those of the Chickasaw type. The improved varieties of our native plums are

more hardy and resist the ravages of the curculio better than the European
types. The latter though may be successfully grown if planted in poultry

yards so the fowls can destroy the insects. We give in list below several types

of Japanese plums whose quality is almost as fine as the best of European
plums, and they may be more easily grown.

Abundance or Botan—Medium
to large; nearly round; tree thrifty,

hardy and beautiful; skin yellow, with

purplish crimson; juicy, with rather

an apricot flavor; ripens early and is a

profitable variety. Japanese origin.

Burbank—Large, handsome and one

of the best of the new Japanese plums;

resembles the Abundance in quality,

and is one week later; very prolific and

a thrifty grower
;
cherry red ; mottled

with yellow.

Berkman's (Sweet Botan)—Medium
to large; color deep red; flesh sweet

and juicy; ripens early. Japanese type.

Chas. Downing—A new variety of

the Chickasaw type. Large, roundish,

oblong; flesh firm, and of excellent

quality ; not a pretty grower, but very

productive and ripens with Wild
Goose ; cranberry color. Said to keep
long after picking, and hence a good
shipper.

Damson (Excelsior)—A very fine free-

stone variety we found in this com-
munity. Although we have propa-

gated it in large quantities for seven

years since we introduced it, we have
never been able to supply the demand.

Eat her an irregular grower in nursery

row, it makes a shapely tree when
planted in orchard or poultry yard.

Decidedly the most reliable variety we
have ever tested.

Damson (Shropshire)—An English
variety of larger size than our native
Damson. Fruit large, deep purple;
tree hardy and enormously productive.

Damson (White Honey)—About the
size of the common purple Damson

;

skin white, becoming yellowish when
fully ripe; flesh yellow, sweet and ex-
cellent.

German Prune—Large, long, oval

;

skin dark purple; flesh firm, sweet and
good.

Golden Beauty—Golden yellow; of

Chickasaw type; ripens late; quality
fine; seed small; good bearer.

Green Gage—Fruit medium size;

skin greenish yellow, with stripes of

green; flesh yellow, juicy, melting,
rich and excellent.

Kelsey's Japan—Size large; rather
pointed with distinct suture; color
rich yellow overspread with bright
red

;
quality excellent, rich and juicy.

Not considered entirely hardv here.
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but succeeds well in the South.

Imperial Gage—Large, roundish

;

skin pale green, with yellowish caste;

flesh yellow, juicy, sweet, rich and ex-

cellent; tree a strong grower and good

bearer. Separates from stone. One of

the best of its class.

Lombard—Size medium to large;

skin violet red; flesh deep yellow, juicy

and good. Ripens last of August.

Mariana—A beautiful growing tree,

its symmetrical shape will make it

rather ornamental on lawn, but we do

not consider it so valuable as Wild
Goose and others of its class.

Milton—A new and very promising

variety. Said to ripen very much
earlier than Wild Goose. Large, ob-

long; dark red; flesh firm and good

quality. Chickasaw type and a strong-

grower and very productive.

Ogon—Medium, round, golden yel-

low; firm, sweet; quality good; of

Japanese type and rather earlier than

Abundance. Freestone. Tree vigor-

ous and hardy.

Pottawattamie—A strong, vigorous

grower, hardy and an immense bearer.

Fruit large; yellow ground overspread

with pink and white dots. Claimed to

be curculio proof. Quality better than
Wild Goose to which class it belongs.

Prunus Simoni—From Northern
China. Fruit of brick red color; flat

with deep cavity; flesh fine, apricot

flavor, firm, yellow. We consider this

a valuable acquisition.

Red June—Size large. Said to ripen

two weeks before Wild Goose; color

fiery red : quality good. A good and
thrifty bearer. Of Japanese type.

Satsuma—Large ; dark, purplish red
;

flesh red, well flavored
;
quality good.

Origin Japan.

Shipper's Pride—Originated in the
State of New York. Fruit very large

;

nearly round ; color dark purple
; very

handsome, and excellent for canning.
Said to be a good shipper for distant

markets.

Tatge—Of European strain and
originated in Towa, where trees have
been in bearing for more than twenty
years. Seems to belong to Lombard
family ; fruit said to be larger and

much finer in quality ; color darker
and rounder than Lombard. Fine
grower with beautiful foliage and an
early and profuse bearer.

Weaver—Large
;
purple, with blue

bloom
; a regular bearer and of good

quality. Tree very hardy and vigor-

ous grower. Last of August.

Wayland—Introduced by Downer &
Bro., of Fairview, Ky. Tree thrifty

and upright in growth
;
very produc-

tive and inclined to bear in clusters.

Of Chickasaw type, and a very reliable

late variety.

Wickson (New)— Size large; dark
crimson ; flesh amber tint, very juicy

and extra fine. Most highly recom-
mended by Mr. Burbank, after intro-

ducing several other very fine Japan-
ese plums.

Wild Goos-e—Very generally dis-

semminated through the South and
Southwest, and is too well known to

need discription. For nearly quarter

of a century has taken lead of all the

Chickasaws.

Willard—A new Japan variety.

Medium size; round; color dark . red

with yellow dots ; flesh sweet and fair

quality. Said to be one of the earliest

and most profitable market plums yet

tested.
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SELECT CHERRIES.
There are two very distinct classes of Cherries: The large-leaved, known

as Heart and Bigareau are much stronger growers and as a rule the flesh is

sweeter and they are some larger. This class succeeds better on rather thin,

dry sandy soil. When the soil is at all congenial fcfaey -row to he very large

tree's and bear abundant crops. In limestone soil that is wet, however, the

bark will soon split and trunk decay. The Dukes and Morellos are more dwarf-

ish in habit and have smaller leaves. They will succeed in most any kind of

soil, but do much better if ground is not cultivated alter they get started, but

left to grow in sod. While not quite equal to the Hearts in flavor of fruit, they

are, all things considered, more reliable. They an

and very hardy.

abundant hearers usually

HEART AM)
Black Tartarian—Fruit above med-

ium; heart shaped; flesh purplish,

juicy, sweet, rich and good. Tree a

strong, upright grower and bears well.

Brigg's Sweet—Thought to be a

seedling of Governor Wood. Raised

from the seed at South Union. Logan

county, Ky., and planted in the garden

of Dr. J. A. Briggs, of this place,

where it has fruited for twenty years.

Tree a thrifty grower and bears good,

crops regularly of the most luscious

fruit we have ever seen anywhere.

Although we have been propagating it

for six years, at no period during that

time have we had half as many trees as

We could dispose of profitably.

Although it closely resembles Gover-

nor Wood in appearance of tree and

fruit, it has proven much hardier here.

Early Lamaurie -Fruit large; dark

purple; flesh rich, juicy and excellent.

Said to be a week 'earlier than Early

BIGAREAU.
Purple Guigne. Very hardy and pro-

lific and holds il< foliage better than

any other in I he South.

f
Early Rlrclk Gi ignk—Medium

;

roundish; nearly black when fully ripe;

flesh tender, juicy, sweet and excellent.

Ripens middle of May.

Elton—Large; rather pointed
;
pale

yellow, red next the sun
; flesh tender,

juicy and luscious.

Gov. Wood— Possibly the most pop-

ular of Dr. Kirtland's seedlings.

Large, roundish, heart shaped
;
color

light red ; flesh rich, sweet and excel-

lent. Ripens early in June.

Ida—Originated in Pennsylvania and

said to be the hardiest of the sweet

cherries. Tree a vigorous, upright-

grower, and an abundant and regular

bearer. Ripens with May Duke.
Fruit rather large, whitish yellow,

with bright red ; flesh of best quality.

Mercer—A new variety

introduced by |Jas. 11.

Black & Son, Hightstown,

X. J. . Supposed to be a

seedling from Mazzard pit.

Said to be larger and of

finer flavor than Black

Tartarian. A sure and an

abundant cropper, and said

to bring the highest prices

in the market.
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Napoleon, (local Edwards)—Fruit

very large: pale yellow, becoming am-

ber when fully ripe, with dark crimson

cheek; flavor good, and for canning

has no equal. An abundant and con-

stant bearer. A tree on Mr. P. F. Ed-

wards' premises here has borne fifty

gallons per season. One of the most

profitable varieties to plant.

Ox-Heart — Fruit large, obtuse;

heart shaped; skin dark red; flesh red,

half tender and pleasant.

DUKES AND

Dyehouse—Fruit medium sized and

resembles Early Eichmond though of

better quality and ripening about a

week earlier ; roundish with bright red

skin, becoming dark by remaining on

tree. One of the best and becoming

more popular as more generally

known.

Early Eichmond, (May Cherry) —
Will succeed on almost all soils and

situations. While not of the very best

quality it is certainly very reliable.

Bright red; rich and sprightly.

Eipens last of May.

Empress Eugenie—Large, roundish,

flattened: dark red; flesh tender, rich

and good. Tree hardy and productive.

English Morello — Fruit above

medium : dark red, nearly black at ma-

turity; flesh tender, with pleasant sub-

acid flavor. Eipens middle of J uly.

Late Duke—Large, heart shaped:

dark red; flesh yellowish, tender, juicy

with sprightly flavor. Tree hardy and

vigorous. Eipens last of July.

Mac Eoach—Found near Guthrie,

Ky., on the farm of Jno. Mac Eoach.

where the tree has fruited successfully

for many years. Considered the very

best cherry in that community. Of

May Duke type.

May Duke—Eather large, roundish;

color red. growing darker at maturity:

Eockport—Fruit large; bright red

color ; flesh firm, sweet and excellent.

Tree upright, vigorous and a good
bearer.

Windsor—Said to have been intro-

duced from Canada by Elwanger &
Barry. Fruit large; liver colored;

flesh firm and of fine quality. Tree
hardy and prolific.

Yellow Spanish—Large; pale yel-

low with bright red cheek; flesh firm,

juicy and delicious.

MOEELLOS.

flesh swTeet and excellent. One of the

best varieties on strong limestone soil.

Eipens last of May.

Montmorency (Large)—Tree resem-

bles Early Eichmond but is a stronger

grower. Flavor fine. Tree an abun-

dant bearer and very hardy. Also

suited to strong limestone soils.

Olivet—Of French origin and de-

servedly popular. Large, deep red

color; flesh tender, rich and vinous.

Tree thrifty and productive. Eipens

in July.

Ostheim—Of Eussian origin and
said to be very hardy. Fruit large;

skin red, rather dark when ripe; flesh

liver colored, tender, rich and good.

Pronounced an "iron clad."

Eocky Mountain Dwarf—A prodig-

ious bearer, a novelty and an ornament.

A shrub and comes into bearing at two

years old. Fruit only valuable for cul-

inary purposes.

Sacramento — Found near Sacra-

mento, Ky. Eesembles May Duke and

produces wonderful crops of delicious

fruit.

Wragg—Introduced from Germany.

Tree resembles Early Eichmond ; wood

a shade darker ; leaf large and thick in

texture. Fruit said to be medium to

large; skin dark purple wThen fully

ripe. Eipens late.
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QUINCES.
The Quince succeeds best on deep, rich

able. It is a very profitable market fruit,

jelly and preserve making.

Alaska—Introduced by Chas. A.

Green, of New York, who claims for it

some very remarkable characteristics.

Said to come into bearing first year

from the bud, and loaded with fruit the

third season. Large size and beauti-

ful color and shape.

Angiers—Resembles Orange Quince,

though not quite so large. Fruit keeps

well after maturing. Tree is hardy

and vigorous.

Champion—Very large; yellow: Bean

free from lumps. Tree an upright

strong grower and bears well.

Botrgkat —A new and very late va-

riety, Imported from France. Tree a

remarkably strong grower, surpassing

all others in yielding immense crops.

Fruit of largest size, round, rich golden

color. Will keep until midwinter.

soil, and clean culture is alsodesir-

and possibly the most popular for

FULLER— Large to very large; pyri-

form ; rich golden yellow: flesh said to

be tender and line flavored. Tree a

strong grower, with large, smooth fol-

iage, which holds on until fruit is

matured. A very promising variety

and named in honor of the very promi-

nent horticulturist, A. S, Fuller.

Mkkch's Prolific—We have tested

this variety for the past five years and

have been gratified witli results. Large

size; rather pear-shaped; orange yel-

low color: fruit smooth with delight-

fully fragrant odor.

Orange -An old and best known of

all Quinces, and needs no description

here. Tree hardy and productive.

Rhea's Mammoth -a seedling of

Orange Quince. One-third larger: of

same form and color, and equally as

good and productive.

APRICOTS AND NECTARINES.
The Apricot is one of the most beautiful and delicious fruits we possess.

The chief difficulties in the way of its general cultivation are the ravages of

the curculio and its habit of early blooming and consequent liability to in jury

by late frosts. The first difficulty may be met successfully by jarring the trees

when the fruit is just forming and the insects are at work with sheets spread
under them to catch the pests so as to destroy them. They may be protected
from late spring frosts in a great measure by planting them near large i rees
and on the south side of the house.

of all the Russian varieties. Large:
white with red cheek

;
sweet, juicy and

rich. Ripens about first of July.
Catharine —Medi um size: yellow:

mild, sub-acid, good. Russian.
' Gibb—Size medium; color yellow:
sub-acid, rich and juicy. Considered
the best early variety, ripening with
the strawberries. Russian.

Early Golden — Tree vigorous.
Fruit rather small: freestone and of
good quality.

/ Moorpark—Fruit large: deep orange

Alexis (Russian) — Fruit rather

large; yellow with red cheek; slightly

acid but good. Tree an abundant
bearer.

AcME(Shense) Fruit large; yellow-

ish with red tint; freestone, and of

good quality. Introduced from China.

Hardy as Russian varieties, and said to

be much better.

Alexander —Large size; oblong;

yellow, flecked with red; sweet and
delicate flavor. Russian.

Budd. J. L.—Thought to be the best
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yellow, sprinkled with dark specks;

flesh rich, juicy and good; freestone.

Ripens in July.

Early Violet Nectarine—Rather

large; yellowish green, with purple

cheek ; flesh white, red at the stone

;

freestone. Season August. Like the

Apricot, this is subject to ravages of

the curculio.

Red Roman—Probably the best

clingstone Nectarine. Fruit large

;

greenish yellow, with reddish brown
cheek; flesh juicy, rich, highly fla-

vored ; red next the stone. Sep-

tember.

MISCELLANEOUS FRUITS AND
NUTS.

MULBERRIES.

Downing's Everbearing — Fruit

large, black; flesh tender, sweet, juicy,

rich and excellent. Tree of rapid

growth, hardy and productive.

Hick's Everbearing — Fruit of

lighter color than the above, not quite

so large, but sweeter.

New American—Equal to Downing's

in all respects and a much hardier tree.

Vigorous grower; very productive; the

best variety for fruit. Ripe from mid-

dle June to middle September.

Russian — Very hardy, vigorous

grower; valuable for feeding silk

worms, etc. Fruit of small size, varies

in color from white to black.

NUTS-.

Chestnut (American) — A well

known nut tree, of rapid growth and

fine form.

Chestnut, Japan or Giant—A dwarf

grower, very distinct from other kinds,

leaf long and narrow , dark green ; a

fine ornamental tree in any situation.

Commence bearing very young, two-

year trees said to bear in nursery rows

frequently. Nuts are of immense size
;

when outside skin is removed are swTeet

and good, much better than the

European varieties.

Paragon — A magnificent variety,

nuts large, three or more in a burr, of

very good quality. Vigorous grower,

early and abundant bearer, supposed

to be a seedling of the Spanish.

Pecan—Grows and bears well, but

should be transplanted rather small to

insure success.

Pecax (Texas Paper Shell)—An im-

proved variety, bearing much larger

nuts, with thin shells. Very highly

recommended for the Southern States.

Not considered hardy here.

English Walnut—Well known as

furnishing the imported walnut of com-

merce. Tree hardy here and of rapid

growth. Fruits moderately well.

FIGS.

Brown Turkey—This is regarded as

the best variety for open-air culture

unless for a Southern climate. Mod-

erately dwarfish in habit, hence can

the more readily be protected from

cold. Fruit large, pyriform ; skin

dark brown ; flesh red and excellent.

PERSIMMONS.

Japanese Persimmon—A newT varie-

ty, very much larger than our native.

It may be very successfully grown

in a mild climate. Not hardy here.
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GRAPES.
It has been stated by some eminent physiologists that among all fruits that

conduce to the health and vigor of the human system the Grape stands at the

head of the list. No fruit can be raised more easily and with less expense or

trouble. It bears early—by the second year— and regularly, no off-years like

some other fruits, and yields most abundant crops. (irapes will do well in any

garden, with good, average dry soil, and every family may have an abundance

for home consumption if the most hardy varieties are planted.

Situations naturally well drained should be selected for vineyards, With

considerable elevation and a sunny exposure. M the soil Bhould h<- thin the

vigor of the vine and size of the fruit may be increased considerably by applying

wTell-rotted manure, bone dust or wood ashes. The soil should be well prepared

before planting, and the holes made broad enough lor the long roots, hut it is

not necessary to plant more than one inch deeper than plant stood in nursery

row. Out back the vine and do not allow more than two buds to grow—one is

better if a strong shoot. No stakes are necessary the Brsl year. Cultivate

often but not deep, and work (dose up to the plant with line or garden fork.

The next season posts or trellis should he used to train the young vines to.

We prefer wired trellis, and think it more satisfactory everj way. Plant a post

between each vine and train After the vine has been shaped pruning

should be done annually, and it becomes very simple and easy. The vines may

be pruned any time from November to last of February, when the wood is not

frozen. After the vine has been evenly distributed over the trellis,

all the fruit can have sunlight and warmth sufficient to make it perfect. Sum-

mer pruning, which is sometimes practiced to prevent rotting, will do no good,

and is very detrimental to the vine. Sacking has been tested and has given

such satisfaction that it is not necessary to say anything further in its favor

except that it should be done very early, when the fruit is not larger than

turkey shot to obtain the best results.

Our advantages for testing new varieties and experimenting with older

ones in different situations are very superior, for our observations are not

limited to the one' character of soil our ground affords, hut have access to

several vineyards and the gardens (if amateur grape-growers around our city.

We are testing in these almost all the varieties we catalogue, and have taken
cognizance of the growth, fruitage and general characteristics of them ail in

these situations; so we think we are qualified to give our patrons the benefit of

some experience that w ill he of service to them in planting. Perhaps of the
list w7e give not over one-third we can recommend for general planting in

vineyards, but many others will interest the amateur, and pay for a trial in a

small way, especially in favored localities. Some very tender varieties will do
finely around back porches and under the eaves of old houses. In all our plant-
ing we give preference to thrifty one-year-old plants, for they can be taken up
with more fibrous roots and will start off with less shock to the growth than
older ones, though some prefer twT o, and even three-year-old vines. Vines may
be planted either in fall or spring.
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Agawam (Rogers' Hybrid No. 15)—

Red or amber color; buncb usually

loose shouldered; berries large; skin

thin; flesh pulpy, meaty, juicy, of a
:

rich peculiar aromatic flavor. Ripens

with Concord.

America—This is a seedling of Her-

man Jaeger's No. 70, which is a hybrid

between the best selected Vitis Lin-

cecumii and Yitis rupestris; native of

Missouri, hence has pure American

blood of two of our best species. The

vine is very vigorous and productive,

comes into and sheds its foliage very

late ; free from disease. It flowers late,

and is perfect in fertilization. The

vine is very hardy to resist heat and

cold, and the roots to resist phylloxera.

Clusters large; berry medium to large,

black, and rarely touched by rot ; skin

thin
;
pulp tender

;
juicy, pure and

good
;
juice rich in colering matter and

sugar. Very promising as a dark-red

wine as well as a good market grape.

Succeeds over a large extent of coun-

try. Will surely become a favorite

among wine producers and marketmen.

August Giant—Bunch large ; stem

long, double-shouldered ; berries some-

times over an inch in diameter; flavor

like Hamburg, rich and fine; vine of

enormous growth. New. Black.

Black Defiance—A large and hand-

some grape
;
productive

;
ripens very

late; suited to Southern localities.

Brighton— Dark red, One of the

most desirable of the early red grapes

Very large and handsome. Clusters

under favorable conditions, are more

uniform than those of any other grape

we know. Ripens soon after Hartford.

Should be planted near by other

varieties, as its blossoms do not always

fertilize when alone. The quality of

its fruit is best at early ripening.

Brilliant—A beautiful red grape,

which has been tested in various States.

North and South, receiving high com-

mendation. A strong grower, healthy

and hardy. Color much resembles

continued.

Delaware, but bunches and berries are

larger. Quality very good. Medium
early.

Campbell's Early—A most promis-

ing new grape. The result of an ex-

periment of crossing Hartford, Con-

cord, Moore's Early and Muscat Ham-
burg by Geo. W. Campbell, of Ohio.

It will undoubtedly prove his greatest

triumph, says Bush, of Missouri. Vigor-

ous and healthy as Concord and ripens

with Moore's Early. Bunch large,

shouldered; berries large, globular;

color black with beautiful blue bloom

;

flesh rich without foxiness, sweet to the

center with small seed, parting freely

from the pulp. Will remain on vine in

sound condition for long time after

maturity.

Catawba—Red. Well known. Late,

of best quality, but does not succeed in

all localities.

Champion— Black. Bunch of me-
dium size; berry large; very vigorous

and productive. One of the earliest

grapes, somewhat similar to Hartford
;

desirable on account of its early ripen-

ing. Quality poor.

Concord— So popular and well known
as to need no description. The early,

black, healthy, hardy grape for the

million, succeeding everywhere and
producing abundantly, fruit of good
quality.

Columbian — First brought into

notice at the World's Fair, where it

attracted great attention on account of

its extraordinary size. Vine strong

grower with large thick, leathery

leaves. Ripens with Moore's Early.

Is regarded with high favor, its showi-

ness, large size and early ripening all

combining to make it valuable. Black.

i Cottage—Similar to Concord, but

earlier and rather better in quality.

Black, strong and vigorous.

Cynthiana—Originated in Arkansas,

and resembles Norton's Virginia, but

ripens earlier
;
very hardy and bears

abundantly.
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Delaware—Bunches small, compact,

shouldered
; berries rather small,

round; skin thin, light red; flesh very

juicy, without any hard pulp, with an

exceedingly sweet, spicy and delicious

flavor.

Delicious—A hybrid of Big Post-

Oak with Herbemont. Vine very vig-

orous and free from disease ; cluster

large, conical
;
berry medium, black

;

seeds, small, one to three ; skin thin

and tough
;
pulp melting. The name

of the grape describes its flavor. Pro-
ductive. A fine table and wine grape.

Duchess — Pale, greenish yellow.

Tender, juicy and spicy. Excellent

quality. Ripens soon after Concord.

Early Ohio—Briefly, its points of

merit are extreme earliness, hardiness

and productiveness. The berry is

black, smaller than Concord, firm in

texture, and hangs to the stem with a

persistency that makes its shipping

qualities of the highest order. The
vine is thrifty, a strong, rapid grower
and an abundant bearer. Its exceed-

ing earliness makes it a decided ac-

quisition and will push it at once into

popular favor with all who grow grapes

for profitable marketing.

Early Victor — Black. Earlier,

smaller, and better flavored than Con-
cord. Is vigorous, healthy, hardy and
productive.

Eaton—New Black Grape. This is

the largest berried grape we have ever

grown. Its large size causes its sale

quickly when offered in the market.

The Rural New Yorker says: Eaton
bears the largest bunches and berries

of any variety in the R. N. Y'. collec-

tion, and the vine is loaded. It ripens

just with the Worden. The quality of

Eaton is, as we have often stated, not

high, but the great berries are full of

juice and a tender pulp which releases

the seeds readily.

El Dorado—White, healthy, hardy,

vigorous and productive. Ripens
about with Concord, or a little before.

i, continued.

A grape for amateurs, but does not

succeed in all localities. Has imper-

fect blossoms.

Elvira—Hardy and very productive.

Bunch perfect; berry medium; flavor

pure; ripening after Concord. This

variety must be pruned very closely, or

it will overbear, the fruit then being

very insipid. White.

Empire State—White, of fine qual-

ity; medium early, vigorous. Not val-

uable in most localities.

Etta—Resembles Elvira, but berries

are larger and do not crack. Ripens

very late and is considered the best of

Rommel's white grapes.

Francis B. Hayes—Amber yellow.

Pure native. Very early, hardy and
prolific. Ripens seven to ten days be-

fore Concord.

Gaertner (Rogers No. 14)—Red.
Bunch and berry medium, early,

healthy and excellent.

Goethe (Rogers No. Ij—Bunch large

and rather loose. Berries very large,

pale red. This grape, as compared
with other Rogers' Hybrids, has more
individual character of its own than
any other. Excellent for table or for

wine. Ripens with Catawba.
Green Mountain (or WT

inchell)—
White, very early. Berries drop from
the stem, and it is not a good shipper.

A fine grape for amateurs, however.
Grein's Golden—Light red. Ten-

der, juicy and sweet. Is later than
Concord, and is not very desirable for

table or market.

Hartford—Black. Bunch and berry
large. Sweet. Earlier than Concord.
Strong grower, healthy, hardy and
very productive. Should be picked as

soon as ripe, or berries will drop from
the stem.

Herbert (Rogers No. 4A.)—Black.

Sweet, tender, delicious. Early and
productive. One of the best of the
Rogers'.

Herbemont — A Southern wine
grape. Bunches large, berries small
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Excellent in the South. Black. Late

at the North, and requires protection.

Highland—New
;
large and fine look-

rag: bunches weighing over a pound.

Not fully tested, however. Black.

Iona—Red. A fine grape of excellent

quality. Ripens between Concord and
Catawba. Is subject to mildew in

many localities, and not reliable for

general vineyard culture.

Ive's Seedling—One of the most
hardy, productive and popular grapes;

not of the best quality, but is very

good when fullly ripe. Black.

Jaeger—A hybrid produced in 1885

by using pollen of the Herbemont upon
one of the best varieties of Vitis Lin-

cecumii found wild in this vicinity.

Vine exceedingly vigorous, healthy

and prolific. It will probably endure

the winters as far noth as 40°. Bunch
very large, shouldered or double-shoul-

dered, compact; berry medium, of a

dark purple, covered with a rich bloom
;

very persistent to the stem ; skin thin,

tough: pulp melting, very juicy; sweet

and sprightly, of very good quality;

seeds small. A very attractive and

valuable grape for market, table or

wine. Ripens with or a few days later

than Concord.

Janesville — Early. Vigorous,

strong grower. Black. Hardy and

productive. Largely planted in the

North.
Jefferson—Red. One of the best

red grapes. A good grower, hardy and

productive. Ripens a little before

Catawba.

Jewel— Small, black, hardy and

healthy. Quality good. Is earlier than

Concord.

Kentucky—We have been testing

this new variety for four years since

when we invested with the "Kentucky

Grape Company" in the purchase of

the original vine. During this time it

has proven to be not only the largest

bunch and more hardy, but decidedly

the latest variety we have on our list.

The berries are about twice as large

as those of its supposed parent. For
full description we quote from "Bush's
Manual :"

"(Kentucky Aest.) Supposed.seedling
of Norton's Va., found 1887 by James
Childers, of Auburn, Ky., in his gar-
den. Vine vigorous, hardy, healthy
and prolific. Tips of growing canes
reddish, which is characteristic of its

species
;

(vide Engleman's classifica-

tion.) It has large and perfectly

healthy foliage; long, intermittent
tendrils ; stamens slightly reflexed

;

clusters large, often very large, double-
shouldered, resembling in general out-
line bunches of Herbemont, but in

other respects more like its supposed
(undoubted) parent; berries medium,
black, with much color; small seeds;

I quality very good
;
ripens about the

same time with the Nortons. G. W.
i

Campbell, to whom Childers sent spec-

imens of the grape in fall of 1890, says

it impresses me very favorably ; is very

good, rich, with much color. Very
promising both for table and wine."

Lady—Greenish yellow, very early.

Bunch aiul berry medium large. Is

healthy, hardy, productive and of good

quality. One of the best early white

grapes.

Lady Washington—White, vigor-

ous and rapid grower. Bunch large to

very large; flesh soft, sweet, tender

and very good. Ripens soon after Con-

cord.

Lindley (Rogers No. 9)—Berries

medium to large, reddish in color;

flesh tender, sweet and aromatic;

ripens early.

Lutie—Large berry
;
large cluster

;

red; a fine hardy table and local mar-
ket grape ;

early
;
very strong grower

and very prolific.

Martha—Large, pale yellow ; strong-

ly resembles the Concord in all points

except color, and thought by many to

be as good. Hardy and productive.

Missouri Riesling—A white wine
grape: very hardy, healthy and pro-
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ductive. Kipens about ten days after

Concord.

Moore's Diamond—Color white.

Bunch and berries large. Healthy,

strong- grower, hardy, and where
known, is very popular. Quality ex-

cellent. This new grape has evidently

come to stay. Kipens with Delaware.

Moore's Early—The best very early

grape; fully tested: a seedling of Con-

cord, which it equals in vigor and

hardiness of vine, but ripens ten days

or two weeks earlier than that variety :

bunch large, berry round and large,

black, with a heavy blue bloom ; of

good quality.

Moyer—Originated in Canada. In

habit of growth, hardiness, quality

and size, resembles the Delaware, but

ripens earlier and has larger berries:

very hardy: skin tough but thin; pulp

tender, juicy ; excellent shipper. Red.

Niagara—Vine hardy, unusually

strong grower, bunches very large and
compact, sometimes shouldered : ber-

ries large or larger than the Concord,
mostly round; light greenish white:
semi-transparent, slightly ambered in

the sun; skin thin, but tough and does
not crack; quality good, very little

pulp, melting and sweet to the center.

Noah—White. Healthy, vigorous
and very productive. Highly recom-
mended for table and wine. Late.

Norton's—Black. Bunch long, ber-
ry small. Ripens late. Vigorous,

continued.

healthy, hardy and productive. A
valuable wine grape.

Perkins—Pale red. Bunch and ber-

ries medium. Ripens between Hart-
ford and Concord. Is vigorous, healthy,

hardy and productive.

Pocklington—White. Very large

and showy. Vine very hardy and vigo-

rous. Bunch and berry large. Ripens
about with Concord.

Poughkeepsie - Resembles the Dela-
ware in vine and fruit, with larger

clusters. Ripens early. Red.
Rogers' No. 80 -Bunch and berry

large to very large; flavor very fine;

pulp very tender; vine vigorous and
healthy. Ripens early. Light red.

Salem (Rogers Xo. 08) -A strong,
vigorous vine: berries large, Catawba
color; thin skin, free from hard pulp,

very sweet and sprightly; ripens first

of September.

Senasqua— Bunch large; compact:
flavor sprightly: medium early. One
of Underbill's hybrids. Black.

Telegraph (Christine)—A luxuriant
and* hardy variety, ripening as early or
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earlier than Hartford and hanging
longer on the vine. Bunch medium,
compact, shouldered; berry large,

roundish, black with blue bloom.

Triumph—A fine white grape of very

late ripening. Bunch and berry large

;

quality very good.

Ulster—A strong, vigorous grower,

with good foliage and exceedingly pro-

ductive; clusters medium to small,

compact, berries of good size, of dull

copper color; a good shipper and

keeper; quality rich and excellent.

Ripens early.

Vergennes—Berries large, holding

firmly to the stem; light amber; rich

and delicious. Is an excellent late

keeper.

Woodruff—Of ironclad hardiness.

A rank grower and very healthy. The

fruit is large in bunch and berry. At-
tractive

; shouldered ; sweet and of fair

quality. Desirable as a market variety

where many others fail. Ripens with
Concord. Red.

Woedex—Black
; bunch large, some-

times shouldered, compact; berries

very large; skin thin. It is superior

to Concord in the following points : It

is better in quality, larger berry, more
compact and handsome cluster, and
ripens five to ten days earlier, and
from many sections is reported as

more hardy. It fully equals Concord
in vigor, health and productiveness.

Wyoming—This hew red variety is

of good quality, with handsome clus-

ters. Hardy, vigorous and productive.

An acquisition.

STRAWBERRIES.
Strawberries will succeed in any soil that is adapted to ordinary farm or

garden crops. Soil should be thoroughly prepared to a good depth, well

drained and enriched. Vegetable manure (muck, rotten turf, wood soil, ashes,

etc.) is the best. For field culture set in rows 3 or %% feet apart, 15 to 18

inches in rows; for garden 15 inches apart each way, leaving pathway every

third row. To produce fine, large fruit, keep in hills, pinching runners off as

soon as they appear. Ground should

always be kept clean and well culti-

vated. In winter a covering of leaves,

straw or some kind of litter will pro-

tect the plants. Do not cover them
until ground is frozen, or so deep as to

smother the plants, and remove cover-

ing before growth starts in spring.

Mulching will keep the fruit clean and

the soil in good condition through the fruiting season.

The blossoms of those marked with (p) are destitute of stamens, and are

termed pistillate, and unless a row of perfect flowering variety is planted at

intervals not exceeding about a rod, they will produce imperfect fruit and but

little of it ; but when properly fertilized, as a rule, they are more prolific than

those with perfect flowers. We give representations of Bi-Sexual, or perfect

flowered and also of the Pistillate, or imperfect. Our land is especially suited

to the development of strawberry plants, giving us extra fine crowns and roots,

our plants being much larger than those usually sent out. Our stocks

are pure, each kind kept by itself and cultivated entirely for the production of

plants. They are carefully graded, handled and packed, c ertain to give the

best of satisfaction. Quality counts.

PERFECT FLOWER. IMPERFECT FLOWER
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STRAWBERRIES, continued.

Aroma—A new and very promising

late variety, and when fully tested is

considered a rival of Gandy, especially

in the South. One veteran strawberry

grower thinks it will supplant the

Gandy and claims it will suit all soils.

Bisel, (p)—Grown in south Illinois

from seed of Wilson. Plants healthy

and vigorous with splendid root system.

Fruit large, firm, glossy red, good

quality, uniform in size and shape

through the season. Kipens with Cres-

cent. A fine market sort.

Brandywine—Plant remarkably vig-

orous, of large size, hardy and healthy;

produces fruit in abundance; usually

matures every berry. Berries large,

ripen late, nearly all of regular conical

form ; color bright glossy red, extend-

ing to the center; flesh firm, of excel-

lent quality. Its great productiveness,

large size, beauty of form and color

firmness and high quality make it a

desirable variety for any purpose.

Continues a long time in fruit, is of

superior shape, quality and size for so

large a berry. One of, if not the best,

well tested large varieties for both,

home and market.

Bcbach's Xo. 5 (p) - Combines many
extra qualities, such as great and uni-

form size, fine form and color, s'ood

quality of fruit, unsurpassed product-

iveness, and great vigor of plant. It

ripens almost as early as the Crescent

and continues about as long in bearing,

and fully as prolific: leaves large, dark

green, and endures the hottest sun

perfectly. The leading home market
variety.

Capt. Jack—This old variety has not

succeeded with us for the past two
years.

Clyde - A perfect bloomer and very

strong grower, making heavy crowns;
long roots, numerous runners. Berries

large to very large, conic, bright scar-

let, firm; season early to quite late;

immensely productive. A remarkable

strawberry when we take size and pro-

ductiveness into consideration, with
its long season and regular, handsome
appearance.

Crescent (p) — Medium size; bright

light scarlet: continues a long time in

fruit; plant very vigorous and hardy
and will produce good crops under
greater neglect than any other straw-

berry .

Crystal City (p)—Esteemed for its

early ripening Fruit of medium size,

deep red color and good quality.

Cumberland- A magnificent varie-

ty; berries immense, fine, perfect form,

and of fine flavor; plant very vigorous
and productive.

Chas. Downing -An old and very
reliable variety introduced by J. S.

Downer and is still a most profitable

early sort in most all kinds of soil.

Eclipse, Barton's, (pj-An unusually
strong, healthy grower; fruit large to

very large, conical, dark red, fine qual-

ity. Ripens early.

Gandy— The best late strawberry yet
introduced and the leading late variety

with fruit growers all over the country.
In size and firmness it is all that can
be desired, and in vigor of plant and
growth it is eminently satisfactory.

The berries are large, very uniform,

bright crimson color, handsome and
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showy, firm and good quality. Re-
quires good soil and culture and with
these it cannot be excelled as a late

berry for size, beauty and general ap-

pearance. Very profitable for a fancy
market. Late to very late. Perfect

blossom.

GUndy Belle — Plants grow very
fine here. Described as a large berry,

perfect blossom and very productive:

berries dark red when ripe. The plant

is a very strong grower and always

makes a heavy bed of plants. Time of

ripening early. Quality fairly good.

Green Prolific—An old and well

known variety, but is being super-

ceded -by more desirable kinds of its

time of ripening.

Greenville (p)—Resembles Bubach,

but firmer and a better shipper; uni-

form in size, regular outline; excellent

quality. Plant a strong grower, free

from rust, and one of the most produc-

tive. Is rapidly taking front rank as a

first-class berry for either garden or

field.

Iowa Beauty—A berry of fine shape

and quality. Resembles Jucunda.

Scarlet in color, no neck, heart-shape,

red flesh, yellow seeds, fairly firm.

Jessie — A large, handsome dark

red berry ; in some localities one of the

best market sorts. Strongly stami-

nate; a fine fertilizer for such varieties
as Bubachs. Vigorous, healthy plant.
Midseason.

Haverland (p) — Plants are very
large, healthy, vigorous, and ripen
their fruit evenly and early, holding
on through the season. Berries are

fine, uniform in shape, very large, ex-

cellent flavor and bright red color.

One of the best home market varieties.

Kentucky—A strong, vigorous, pro-

ductive, late variety, bearing its ber-

ries well up from the ground. Fruit

large, bright scarlet, firm, juicy, rich

and sweet.

Lady Busk—Fruit large, very high-

ly colored, but has not given us entire

satisfaction.

Leader—Without doubt the earliest

large strawberry in cultivation; of

only fair quality, oblong and very

bright crimson
;
enormously product-

ive, and continues in fruit for a long

season, maturing the last berries near-

ly as large as the first. Flowers per-

fect.

Level's—Supposed to be a seedling

of Sharpless, which it resembles in

many respects. Fruit the largest size

and of best quality, and bears abund-

antly. Have tested it two seasons and

do not hesitate to recommend it most

highly.
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l_y\bY THOrtPSON.
Lady Thompson — We have been

|
on suitable soil is

pleased with this variety the past sea-

son. We refer to a well known author-

ity : Mr. J. S. Westbrook, one of the

largest strawberry growers in Xorth
Carolina, says: '*I have shipped the

Lady Thompson another season, and

my experience has not only confirmed

but increased my good opinion of its

merits. It has proven its adaptability

to adverse as well as favorable sur-

roundings. We have had an unusually

dry season and while the other varie-

ties of berries succumbed to the

drought and many plants died, the

Lady Thompson held up and yielded a

full crop of large fine berries. I began

shipping them April 6. and at this

very profitable

kind. Fruit very large, sweet and

excellent. A good market variety.

Lovett—The plants are rank and

form size, firm: of a high color: splen-

did flavor. One of the best for general

planting.

Marshall— Plant strong and vigor-

ous, with heavy, thick foliage protect-

ing the blossoms and roots. Of the

largest size and the first large berry to

ripen, scarcely ever misshapen;, color

dark rich crimson; flesh fine grained,

of delicious flavor: firm, keeping and
carrying to market well. Originated

in Massachusetts; has been for several

years the principal prize taker at the
writing, May 18, there are many ber-

j

Boston strawberry show,
ries on the plants, in every stage from

the bloom to well-matured, ripe ones,

and I am still shipping at remunerative

prices, although the market is broken

and small berries are worthless. I

consider the Lady Thompson invalua-
ble and very far superior to any berry
I have ever seen."

With high

largest and

Longfellow -Introduced by A. D.
Webb, of this place, and when planted

culture it is one of the

finest of berries.

May King (h)-A seedling of Cres-

cent: very early, vigorous, healthy and
productive. Berries large, bright scar-

let and of best quality. An attractive

j

berry, valuable especially for early

marketing.

Michel's Early—A great plant
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maker — over-crowds*! itself; perfect

bloomer; bears medium, roundish,

conical, light scarlet berries of good

quality. If grown in hills or kept well

thinned out in matted beds it is very

productive and berries are large. The
best extra early we have if its surplus

plants are treated as weeds. Suited to

light or medium soil.

Murray's Extra Early—Although
this new berry has been extravagantly

praised it has proven an entire failure

on our grounds.

Parker Early—We have tested this

variety for several years and it is en-

tirely worthless on our grounds.

PRincETON Chief—The fruit is me-
dium large, of good shape, dark glossy

red color, very solid, with the appear-

ance of a good shipper; ripens a few

days after Crescent; holds its berries

well up on stout, long stems; quality

of the best, and very sweet. Plant

vigorous and hardy, and does not seem

to suffer in
#
a dry season.

Rural— Seedling of Longfellow and
introduced by A. D. Webb. Plants

not very thrifty growing, but bear

well. Fruit large and resembles its

parent.

Sharpless—One of the old favorites.

Large, productive; flesh firm, sweet,

with a delicate aroma, of fine quality,

color clear light red, with a smooth,

shining surface.

Shuckless — In poking it parts

readily from the stem, the shucks re-

remaining on the stem instead of on
the berries, which are ready for im-
mediate use. Is a strong grower, hardy
plant, late and perfect bloomer, and
produces berries of uniform size in

great abundance and of the best

quality.

Tennessee Prolific— This new va-

riety has beon steadily gaining favor

since its introduction. Fruit large, of

good quality and very productive.

Although we have tested it only one
season our experience confirms what is

claimed for plants — that they are free

from rust.

Timbrell (p)— A thrifty grower,

with rank, dark luxuriant foliage;

heavy yielder of large solid berries, so

firm they will stand long shipments in

good condition. One of the latest to

bloom and ripen, prolonging the season

several days. Fruit very large, sym-
metrical, dark crimson, in some sec-

tions does not color uniformly, wrhich

is its one fault. Superb flavor, sweet
and rich.

Van Deman—Our experience with
this variety will not wTarrant us to
recommend it to our customers.

Warren—When planted on congen-
ial soil we know of no berry superior
to the Warren. Does not do well on
very rich land. Size large and of

finest quality. Introduced by A. D.
Webb.
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BLACKBERRIES.
Blackberries in garden culture should be planted in rows five feet apart,

and the plants four feet apart in the rows; infield culture plant in rows six

feet apart, and the plants three feet apart in the rows. The tops should not be

cut off till about three feet and a half high, and should not be so closely pruned
in the spring; otherwise their culture should be the same as Raspberries.

Early Harvest—This is one of the

earliest blackberries in cultivation ; a

compact dwarf grower ; fruit medium
size and fine quality; an enormous
bearer. It is so early and it bears so

well, eats so well and ships so well; it

is of very notable value to a large por-

tion of our country. Not perfectly

hardy here, and in this latitude and

further north needs protection during

winter.

Eldorado— It originated in Ohio,

and has been tested at many of the ex-

periment stations, several States, and
in Canada. It has been exposed to

very low temperature, and lias never

been winter killed in the least, always

prodecing an immense crop of the most
delicious fruit, ripening with early

varieties.

Erie—Claimed to be as hardy as

Snyder, as vigorous as Kittatinny;

very productive, free from rust or

double blossoms, good quality, round
in form and as large as Lawson.
Kittatinny—One of the popular old

varieties. Fruit of best quality, large,

handsome, ripe as soon as black.

Canes erect, strong, vigorous growers,

very productive. One of the best for

general planting in sections where it

is not affected with rust. Mid-season.

Minnewaski—One of the largest and

most productive; has been on trial lor I

several years and receiving most fa-

vorable reports from nearly all sec- !

fcioris. Fruit giossy black, tender,

juicy, sweet, with fine aromatic flavor.

Remarkably productive and hardy.

One of the best for both market and
home garden. Ripens early.

Ohmer—Originated by Mr. X. Ohmer
widely known as the introducer of the

Gregg Raspberry. Healthy, very large;

ripening after raspberries are gone,
and lasting till late in August when
prices are up. Excellent quality, firm,

no core; sweet before soft or fully ripe.

Mr. Ohmer says, brings $1.00 to .$2.00

more a stand than Snyder or Taylor.
As large as the largest, as hardy as any
good berry; very productive, strong
grower, finest quality and late.

Snyder—Extremely hardy
; enorm-

ously productive, medium size; no
hard, sour core, sweet and juicy. The
leading variety where hardiness is the
consideration. Early.

Wilson—A magnificent, large, very
early, beautiful berry, of sweet and ex-
cellent flavor. Ripens evenly, holds
its color well, and brings highest mar-
ket price. Strong grower, exceedingly
productive.

Wilson Junior—A seedling of Wil-
son which it resembles, possessing all

its good points as a very early market
variety, and said to average larger.
Both sorts require protection in cold
climates.

Lucretia—This is one of the low-

growing, trailing blackberries
; in size
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and quality it equals any of the tall-

growing sorts. The plant is perfect-

ly hardy, healthy and remarkably pro-

ductive, with very large, showy flowers.

The fruit, which ripens early, (soon

after raspberries,) is often one and
one-half inches long, by one inch in

diameter
;

soft, sweet and luscious

throughout, with no hard core
;
ripe

before late raspberries are gone.

Should be mulched to keep berries from

ground. We can heartily recommend

this variety.

RASPBERRIES
Will do well on any soil that will produce a good corn crop. Land should

be thoroughly prepared and well enriched, ground bone is one of the best
fertilizers. Keep well cultivated and free from weeds and suckers. As soon as

they have done bearing, cut out the old wood to give more vigor to the young
canes. Spring is much the best season to plant Black Caps.

BLACK CAPS.

Gregg—The leading late black cap

and a popular market sort. Canes of

strong vigorous growth and, under

good culture, very productive. Berries

very large, covered with heavy bloom,

firm, meaty, and of fine flavor. It re-

quires good strong soil to produce best

results and responds liberally to gen-

erous treatment.

Kilrorn — Originated in Canada;

hardy, vigorous and productive, and

has hardy blossoms. The fruit is

nearly the size of the Gregg, jet black,

and of the best quality. It ripens

nearly a week later than Tayler or

Sou began, and bears a long time.

Kansas— Strong, vigorous grower,

standing extremes of drought and cold,

and bearing immense crops. Early,

ripening just after Palmer. Berries

size of Gregg, of better color
;

jet

black and almost free from bloom
;

some appearance, and brings highest

price in market.

Mammoth Cluster—A standard va-

riety and has no superior in vigor,

hardiness, size and productiveness

combined, except Gregg. Fruit black,

juicy, sweet and good. Seldom fails to

give good satisfaction.

Palmer (Cap)—A splendid new
black cap from Ohio, ripening with

Souhegan, but claimed to yield fully

25 per cent, more fruit per acre, and
the fruit larger and better in quality.

It ripens at the same time as Souhegan,

but yields much more fruit at first

picking, completes ripening its crop in

a short time, and commands the high-

est price in market.

i Souhegan (or Tyler)—A leading

early market variety, ripening its en-
tire crop in a very short time ;

medium
size, very black, without bloom ;

flesh

firm and sweet. Plant vigorous,

strong, hardy.firm, of best quality
;
presents a hand

RED VARIETIES.

Brandywine—Is later, larger and
|

wonderfully strong grower and pro-

very much firmer than the Turner,
j

ducer, surpassing Shaffer, which has

Xot as good quality. Will ship any

distance. Perfectly hardy, productive

and profitable.

Columbian—Said to be a decided im-

provement on the Shaffer, of same

type and similar color; supposed to be

a cross between it and Cuthbert. A

heretofore stood at the head in these

two points. One of the hardiest, pass-

ing last severe winter unharmed,

where many other sorts were badly in-

jured. Fruit, compared with Shaffer,

is longer, more solid, adheres more

firmly to the stems, is sweeter and of
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higher flavor when ripe.

Cuthbert, or Queen of the Market

—

A remarkably strong, hardy variety;

stands the Northern winters and

Southern summers equal to any. Ber-

ries very large, measuring three inches

around, conical, rich crimson, very

handsome.
Hansel—Claimed to be the earliest

of all raspberries. A good grower,

hardy and productive. Fruit medium
to large in size, bright crimson, firm

and finely flavored.

Loudon—New Red Easpberries from
Wisconsin; claimed by E. S. Carman,
of Rural New Yorker, and others, to

be the best Red Raspberry in existence.

Plants hardier and more vigorous

even than Cuthbert: canes virtually

thornless. Begins to ripen with Cuth-

bert and continues longer: berries

larger, firmer and brighter color: cling

well to the stem and never crumble.

It will remain on bushes longer after

ripe than any other berry and is the

best or shippers, and will stand up

RASPBERRIES, con timu-U".

longer in market than Cuthbert: enor-

mously productive and of excellent

quality.

Marlboro—Fruit of the very largest

size, of a bright scarlet color, excel-

lent flavor; a good shipper, canes very

long and strong: foliage dark green,

perfectly hardy . none more productive,

and commences to ripen early.

Miller Red Raspberry Berry is

said to be as large as Cuthbert, hold-

ing its size to the end of the season;

round in shape; color bright red: core

very small : does not crumble, making
it the firmest and best shipping berry

in existance; has a rich fruity flavor.

The time of ripening is the very earl-

iest.

V Shaffer's Colossal— Although this

berry has been extensively praised by

horticulturists all over the country, it

has proven an utter failure with us

after testing it several years.

Turner—Very hardy, vigorous, pro-

ductive and early, fruit large, bright

red, excellent quality. One of the

best for home use: too soft for market.

Golden Queen—Very large, beauti-

ful yellow, very firm and of high quali-

ty. Plant hardy, productive and of

strongest growth.

Japanese Wineberry—A novelty

that has excited much interesi since its

introduction in this country. Al-

though it has been tested for the two
past seasons, we are sorry not to be

able to testify more favorably as to its

future.

GOOSEBERRIES.
Plant in good rich soil and give a liberal dressing of manure every season.

Regular pruning every year is essential for the production .of fine fruit. The

English varieties especially do best in partial shade and should be heavily

mulched. To prevent mildew spray bushes soon as leaves appear and several

times during the summer with potassium sulphide (liver of sulphur,) one ounce

to four gallons of water.
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' Chautauqua—Combines size, beauty
and quality with vigorous growth and
productiveness. Fruit large, light

yellow, free from spines and hairs;

averaging 1 inch to 1^ inch in diame-

ter. Thick-skinned, sweet and of ex-

quisite flavor. Has been tested for

several years ; for those who take the

trouble to spray and care for their

plants, it is one of the best.

Columbus—Seems to meet the long
existing demand for a gooseberry equal

to the English in size and quality and
to the best American in adaptability to

our soils, climate and freedom from
mildew. Fruit of largest size, oval,

handsome, greenish yellow, finest qual-

ity. Plant a strong, robust grower
with large and glossy foliage. One of

the best for general cultivation.

Downing—One of the oldest and best

known sorts, large, handsome, .pale

green, of splendid quality for both

cooking and table use; bush a vigorous

grower, and usually free from mildewT
.

One of the best for home use and mar-

ket.

Golden Prolific — An American
seedling of the Engliih type. Perfect-

ly hardy, a good grower and usually

free from mildew. Fruit large, deep

golden yellow, making it decidedly

handsome and attractive: quality ex-

cellent. A heavy fruiter.

Houghton—A medium sized Ameri-

can variety: fruit smooth, red, tender

and very good; bears abundant and

regular crops.

Industry—A very large, handsome
gooseberry of foreign origin: color

dark red: hairy: flavor rich and pleas-

ant: an eminent yielder, but will not

thrive under the heat of our summers
without protection from the sun, such

as shade and mulching.

Keepsake—A new variety from Eng-
land, where it succeeds admirably, and
promises to become as great a favorite

as Industry. Fruit very large, straw-
colored, of excellent flavor, carries

well to market. Bloom is well pro-
tected by early foliage, making it one
of the surest croppers. One of the

earliest varieties in cultivation.

Lancashire Lad—One of the largest

and best of the English varieties.

Fruit smooth, bright red, extra size,

fine quality, one of the best dessert

berries. Bush strong grower and pro-

ductive.

Mountain Seedling—Plant a strong
irregularl grower and an abundant
bearer. Fruit the largest of any of the

American sorts; form roundish oval;

skin pale red, smooth : flesh sweet and
good.

Pearl—A cross between Houghton
and one of the best English varieties

giving us the vigor, healthfulness and
productiveness of the former with the

large size and fine flavor of the latter.

The fruit is nearly double the size of

Downing, fine green color and of excel-

lent quality. Bush is a strong, rugged
grower with abundant foliage, not a

trace of mildew and is excessively

prolific, the branches being thickly

clustered. It is being largely planted

for market, the universal opinion being

that it is fully equal in hardiness,

superior in size and quality, and very

much more productive than Downing,
which is the standard of excellence

among American gooseberries.

Eed Jacket- Said to be a most pro-

lific and most valuable gooseberry in

America ; as large as the largest ; berry

smooth. Very hardy. Quality best

and foliage best of any Gooseberry

known. For ten years it has stood

close to Triumph, Crown Bob, White-
smith, Smith's Improved, Downing,
and more than a dozen other sorts; and
while these others have all mildewed in

leaf and fruit, mildew has never ap-

peared on Eed Jacket.

Smith's Improved— A seedling of

Houghton, though the plant is more
upright and vigorous than that variety.

Fruit rather large, roundish oval; skin
light green, with bloom; flesh moder-
ately firm, juicy and good. Very de-
sirable.

Whitesmith—Large, roundish oval,

yellowish white, slightly downy; of

first quality.
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PEARL GOOSEBERRY,

CURRANTS.
A cool, moist location is best for this fruit, and for this reason it succeeds

admirably when planted by a stone wall or fence; being benefitted by partial

shade. Plant in rows four feet apart, and the plants three feet apart in the

rows. Keep the ground mellow and free of weed and grass, using fertilizers

copiously. Mulching is necessary for the best returns. So soon as the leaves

turn yellow and begin to fall, with a pruning knife remove all the old wood and

cut back the young shoots a third of their length, cutting to the ground enough

of these to admit air and light to the bush freely. When the currant worm ap-

pears dust the bush with powdered Avhite hellebore or tobacco dust ; it can be

exterminated also by" dissolving the powdered white hellebore (to be had at any

drug store) in proportion of an ounce to a pail of water, and applied with a

syringe upon the leaves. Fall is the best time to plant, but early spring will

answer.
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-* Ceaxdall—A black seedling of the

western wild currant. Distinct from
the European black varieties without

their odor. Wonderfully productive,

a strong, vigorous grower, usually pro-

ducing a crop next year after planting;

large size, one-half to three-quarters

inch in diameter: easily picked; can

be shipped farther and kept longer

than any other small fruit. Free from

attacks of insect enemies.

Cheery (Versailles) — Well known

and until lately the most pnpular mar-

ket sort; uniformly the largest of all

red currants, except Fay"s Prolific.

Bunches large, berries very large,

bright, sparkling, crimson, beautiful,

very acid.

Fay's Prolific — The leading red

variety and the largest, and one of the

best red currants. The bush is a strong

grower, regular bearer, wonderfully

prolific and comes into bearing early.

Fruit large, bright red, and of good

flavor, and less acid than Cherry, wdiich

it is rapidly superseding.

Lee's Peolific (Black) —An English

production of great value; the fruit is

large and of superior quality ; the bush

a vigorous grower and enormously

productive.

Xoeth Star—The best red currant.

In both bunch and berry the fruit is

large, of bright crimson color, very

handsome and of superior quality. Its

bunches are much larger than any

other currants and it exceeds all other

varieties in productiveness.

Bed Dutch—An old favorite, pro-

ducing in abundance fruit of the very

best quality, which is the best of all

for making red jellies and wines, but

the berries are small.

Yictobia—An erect grower; large,

bright red: bunches very long; late,

productive, valuable. This currant

prolongs the season fully two weeks.

White Geape—The largest and best

white currant; especially valuable for

table use. Bunches long, berries large,

translucent white, excellent flavor.
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Poiioxa—Described by the
introducers, Albert son &
Hobbs, of Indiana, as follows :

1. A most vigorous grower.
2. A perfectly healthy, har-

dy plant
3. The most productive.
4. The sweetest and best in

quality, not having the un-
pleasantly strong currant fla-

vor, and making it a very
choice dessert fruit to eat as
strawberries with sugar and
cream, and second only to
strawberries.

5. Continues in profitable
bearing a greater number of
years than any other sort.

6. Is of good size, larger
than Red Dutch or Victoria.

7. Retains its foliage until
after fruit is all gathered thus
preventing sun-scalding.

8«. Will hang on bush in
good condition longer than
any other sort.

9. Has fewer and smaller
seeds than any other.

10. Comes into profitable

bearing earlier than any other
sort.

11. Is more easily and cheap-
ly picked, and keeps longer.

12. It brings more dollars per acre to the

any other fruit.

grower, and with less work than

IMPROVED DWARF JUNTSBERRY.

Improved Dwarf Juxeberry— A
good substitute for the large or Swamp
Huckleberry or Whortleberry, which

it resembles. The fruit is borne in

clusters, reddish-purple in

color, changing to bluish-

black. In flavor it is of

mild, rich sub-acid; excel-

a dessert fruit or

It is extremely

In habit it is si ra-

the currant, the

attaining the same
The blossons are

quite large and composed
of fine white petals, which,

with its bright, glossy, dark
green foliage, renders it

one of the handsomest
of ornamental shrubs.
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ASPARAGUS.
:N"o plant is of easier culture, but none has been more abused by bad treat-

ment. Rich ground is needed and manure should be applied annually. The
plants may be set in single row, one foot apart, rows four or five, covering the
crowns not more than four inches.

On small grounds, three rows may be planted eighteen inches apart, plants

one foot in row. This is the ordinary method of planting.

The plants may be cut the second year after being set, and will yield finely

for a generation if manured and not over grown with weeds.

Coxovee's Colossal—Large, of

rapid growth, productive and of fine

quality.

Palmetto—It is claimed to be an im-

provement on Gonover's, in that yields

a much heavier crop, fully as large

and of much more even and regular

size. It is fit for use nearly a week

before Conover's.

Myatt's Linneaus Pie Plant—
Large, early, tender and fine. The
very best of all. This deserves to be

ranked among the best early fruits in

the garden. It affords the earliest

material for pies and tarts, continues

long in use and is valuable for canning-.

NAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Although still greatly neglected in many places, the people of all sections

in city, town and country are awakening to the fact that the town lot and
farmyard, as well as the country villa, is of greater value when attractively

planted with a judicious selection of ornaments; that an investment in hardy

trees, shrubs, roses and plants used in beautifying the home grounds and street

returns a greater interest in actual cash value than is possible with an outlay

of similar amount in almost any other way. to say nothing of the added beauty,

the increased comfort and health of the occupants. Deciduous trees may be

planted at any time after the falling of the leaves in Autumn, and before the

starting of the buds in Spring, provided the earth is not frozen. Be careful

to have the hole large enough to receive the roots without twisting or crowd-

ing. Do not put any.manure in contact with the roots, but plant in good gar-

den soil, which should be well pulverized. Trim back the trees before planting,

cutting off' at least one-half of last season's growth.

MAPLES.
Japanese—These can be supplied in

quite an extended list and great varie-

ty of form. They comprise varieties

with bright and dark red, yellow and

green, and variegated leaves; finely

cut, lobed and serrated foliage. Slow

dwarf growers, requiring but little

room. For beauty of coloring they are

unsurpassed; for effective grouping

and display are invaluable and un-

rivalled.

Xoeway Maple (Acer Platanoides)—
One of the handsomest of the genus;

round, spreading head; leaves large,

thin, green on both sides, dark and
shining. A valuable tree for avenue

or lawn ; hardy and easily trans-

planted.

Purple-Leaved (Purpurea ) —Leaves
purple red, particularly on the under

side. A rapid, strong grower; hardy

and should be in every collection.

Scarlet or Red (Rubrum)—A rapid

growing, medium-sized tree, with red

flowers very early in the spring before

the leaves appear. LTnsurpassed in the
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ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT, continued.

beauty of its autumn foliage.

Schwedler's (Schwedlerii)—A beau-

tiful variety, with young shoots and
leaves of a bright, purplish and crim-

son color, which changes to purplish-

green in the older leaves. A distinct

and handsome sort.

Silver Maple (A Dasycarpum)—For
producing a quick shade, and especially

for street planting, there are few trees

superior to the Silver Maple. It is

free from disease, and is the most
rapid grower of all the Maples. It is

of irregular rounded form and silvery

foliage.

Sugar or Rock (Saccharinum)—

A

popular American tree, of elegant

pyramidal form. Its upright habit of

growth, dense shade and adaptability

to different soils has rendered it one of

the most extensively used.

Wier's Cut-Leaved (Laciniatum)

—

A silver maple with remarkable and
beautiful dissected foliage. Of rapid

growth; shoots slender and drooping,

giving it a very graceful appearance.

Should be in every collection. While
it makes a large tree, if undisturbed, it

will bear any amount of pruning and

j

may be easily adapted to small lawns.

POPLAKS.
Balsam, Balm of Gilead (Balsam-

ifera)—A native species of remarkably
rapid, luxuriant growth, with large

glossy foliage.

Carolina—One of if not The most
rapid growing trees, with large hand-

some, glossy, serrated, deep green

leaves. Succeeds everywhere; espec-

ially adapted to large cities where it

makes usual fast growth, and resists

smoke and gas. Pyramidal form, mak-
ing a spreading head and dense shade

when properly trimmed. It is unex-

celled for quick growth and effect;

makes a splendid wind-break or screen ;

is used in larger numbers than any one

tree for street planting. For new
places and streets where the slower

growing ornamental are desired, plant

the Poplars between, securing an
|

almost immediate effect, removing
j

WEEPING
Birch {Cut-leaf Weeping;

straight, slender, white as snow
branches hanging in long, pendulous I Campe

them as the other trees attain size.

Golden (Aurea Van Geertii)—Has
fine golden yellow foliage, retaining its

brilliancy throughout the season, fine

for contrast with green or purple

leaved trees. One of the most effective

for street and lawn planting, sure to

be planted largely when its merits be-

come known.
Lombard y (Fastigiataj — A well

known, tall, erect-growing tree of

rapid growth and spire-like outline;

very essential in landscape gardening
to give variety of form and destroy the

appearance of sameness produced by
other trees.

Tulip Tree, ( Liriodendron Tulipi-

fera)—A fine, native tree of rapid

growth, and symmetrical form ; foliage

rich and glossy ; flowers resemble

tulips.

TREES.
Trunk i few weeping trees have so many good

qualities.

threads from a great height; leaves

finely cut ; a universal favorite.

Cornus Florida Pexdula (Weeping
Dogwood)—This new and very beauti-

ful weeping tree has all the good qual-

ities of the common dogwood, with

perfectly drooping habit and the up-

right leading stem of weeping beech;

rdown Elm (Pendula) — Its

vigorous, irregular branches, which
have a uniform weeping habit, overlap

so regularly that a compact, roof-like

head is formed. Leaves are large,

glossy, dark green. A strong, vigor-

ous grower. The finest Weeping Elm
and one of the best weeping trees.
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TEAS WEEPING R

Beech (Weeping)—A distinctively

picturesque tree; the branches make
curious curves downward and outward

;

the leading- shoot grows upward each

year, for half its length then turns sud-

denly down ; when of sufficient age,

few. trees can equal it in effect ; four

feet.

SSIAN MULBERRY.

Teas (Weeping Russian)— One of the

most graceful and hardy weeping trees

in existence; forming a perfect um-
brella shaped head, with long, slender

willowy branches drooping to the

ground parallel with a stem; in light,

airy gracefulness it is without a rival.

American (American Pendula)—An
American dwarf, slender branched

species
;
grafted five or six feet high it

makes one of the most ornamental of

small weeping trees. More ornamental

and hardier than the Babylonica.

Willow, Common Weeping (Salix

Babylonica)—This is the native Willow
of Palestine. Rapid grower, hardy and
graceful. Has beautiful, graceful foli-

age, borne on long, slender, pendulous

branches, forming a fine, globular

head.

Kilmarnock (Weeping Willow)—

A

vigorous tree and very popular; when
grafted low, it makes a fountain-like

pyramidal tree of great beauty; when
grafted high, its drooping branches

make a very unique umbrella form.
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MAGNOLIAS.
Cucumber Tree (Acuminata) — A

bold coarse growing tree, with large

acuminate leaves, fine yellowish flow-

ers and long cones filled with bright

scarlet seeds.

Large Flowered (Grandiflora)—

A

standard of beauty and majesty.

Leaves about ten inches long, of a dark,

glossy green color; flowers white, seven

or eight inches in diameter, sweet and

truly a "Grand Flower."

Macrophylla — The largest leaved

of all the Magnolias. A ripid grower,

which is hardy and blooms freely for

about six weeks in spring. Flowers

very large, white and fragrant.

Ltmrrella (Tripetala)—A fine tree,

with large leaves and flowers. It re-

ceived its name from the resemblance

of the tree in outline to an umbrella.

MISCELLANEOUS TREES AND SHRUBS.
Alder, Imperial Cut-Leaved (Lacin-

iata Imperialis)—A very striking and

beautiful tree of graceful habit, with

delicate and beautiful cut leaves; hardy

and of vigorous growth: one of the

finest cut-leaved trees in cultivation.

Fine for lawn planting.

European Mountain Ash (Aucu-

paria)—A fine, hardy tree of medium
size, erect stem, smooth bark; bead

dense and regular; covered from July

till winter with large clusters of bright

scarlet berries.

Oak Leaved (Quercifolia )—A dis-

tinct and desirable tree, with compact
pyramidal head and dark lobed leaves,

downy underneath, producing the same
flowers and berries as the preceding.

Very hardy and desirable for planting

in lawns and door yards.

Ash Wh i t e—A ra pid grow ing Dative

tree, of fine symmetrical outline. A
valuable street or park tree, and should

be extensively planted.

Beech, Purple-leaved — Resembles

the American in habit and rapidity of

growth. The foliage, which is of dark

purple or chocolate color, produces a

most effective contrast to the green of

other trees. Unquestionably one of

the most conspicuous and ornamental

deciduous trees. We recommend it as

one of the finest trees that can be

planted on a lawn or for a shade tree.

Catalpa Speciosa— Attractive for

its foliage as well as flowers.

Teas' Japan Hybrid -Of spreading

habit: flowers white, with purple dots;

fragrant; a most profuse bloomer, re-

maining in bloom several weeks.

Horse Chestnut, White Flowering

—

A very beautiful well known tree, with
round, dense head, dark green foliage

and an abundance of showy white
flowers in early spring.

Variegated Dogwood (Cornus Ele-

gantissima Variegata) - A new and re-

markable variety, with dark green
foliage, margined with silver and red;

wood dark red, retaining its color the

entire year. A beautiful and attract-

ive free-floweri ug shrub, entirely

hardy.

English Elm—An erect* lofty tree,

of rapid, compact growth, with smaller

and more regularly cut leaves than
those of the American, and darker col-

ored bark. The branches project from
the trunk almost at right angles, giv-

ing the tree a noble appearance.

Elm (Slippery)—Well known for the

peculiarities of the inner bark. Tree
of rapid growth, with large foliage.

Larch (European) — Among the

handsomest of deciduous trees, having
long trailing branches. The general
outline of the tree is pyramidal. It is

esteemed for its timber as well as its

beauty.

Linden (European)—Broad leaf and
red twigged. These are graceful trees,

rapid in growth, with smaller foliage

and more erect in habit than the Amer-
ican.

Linden (American)—A noble native

tree, of extremely rapid growth, with
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excellent habit and foliage. It is

largely planted by apiarians, yielding

an excellent article of honey.

Paulownia (Imperialis) — From
Japan ; leaves immense, a foot or more
across; a magnificent tropical looking

tree.

Salisburia, Adiantifolia (Maiden
Hair Tree or Gingko)—A singular and
beautiful tree, with remarkable fan-

like leaves, yellowish green, curiously

lobed and marked with delicate hair-

like lines. Medium size, upright,

rapid grower. A native of Japan, a

rare and beautiful ornamental tree;

should find a place on every lawn.

White Fringe, (Chionanthus Yir-

ginica)—This too is a small tree, the

flowers of which form a perfect mass of

white, feathery, fringe-like blossoms

in spring. While in bloom there is no

handsomer tree than this ; without

flowers, it has large, rich green leaves

which make it ornamental.

Althea, or Rose of Sharon—The
Altheas are fine, free growing, flower-

ing shrubs, of very easy cultivation.

Desirable on account of flowering in

August and September, when nearly

every other shrub or tree is out of

bloom.

Althea, Variegated Leaf—A con-

spicuous variety, with foliage finely

marked with light yellow. Flowers

double purple. One of the finest varie-

geated leaved shrubs.

Caltcanthus Floridus, or Sweet

Scented Shrub—Flowers of a chocolate

brown color, and have a powerful aro-

matic odor from May to August. The
leaves and wood are very fragrant.

Its spicy blooms are produced very

freely.

Ceexata Flora Plena Deutzia—
Fowers double white, tinged with rose.

One of the most desirable flowering

shrubs in cultivation.

Fringe, Purple or Smoke Tree
(Rhus Cotinus) — Has very curious
bloom, which, when covered with dew,
resembles a cloud of smoke or mist.
Singular and beautiful.

Hydrangea Paniculata G-raxdi-
flora — The Hydrangea Orandflora
continues to be one of the best and
most beautiful hardy ornamental
shrubs ever grown,. It blooms finely

the first year and gets better and grows
larger with age; it grows three to four
feet high; is perfectly hardy in all

parts of the country.

D6uble Lilac (Lemoinei Flore
Plena)—A new and choice variety of

lilac, producing long racemes of double
purple flowers, lasting longer than the
single sorts. A valuable acquisition.

Privet, California (Ligustrum Ovali-

folium) —A nearly evergreen shrub, of

symmetrical growth. Foliage bright,

shiny green; flowers small, greenish-

wThite. A most beautiful and desirable

hedge plant. Also makes an effective

contrast in clumps.

Purple-leaved Plum (Prunus Pis-

sardi)—The finest purple-leaved small

tree or shrub of recent introduction.

Young branches are dark purple, and
the leaves when young are a lustrous

crimson changing to purple, and retain

this tint until they drop late in

Autumn. Xo other shrub keeps its

color like this. Flowers small, white,

single, ornamental.

Pyrus Japonica, Scarlet—A hardy,

tenacious, prickly shrub, widely known
and esteemed for its bright color and
early blooming.

Rhododendron (Rose Bay) — The
rhododendron is one of the most valu-

able of our hardy decorative plants.

The leaves are broad, green and glossy,

and when planted in groups or beds, or

alone, have a cheerful appearance in

the midst of winter. In June the

masses of rich and glossy green are

surmounted by scarlet,purple and white

clusters, each cluster large enough for

a bouquet.

Snow Ball, Viburnum Opulus—An
old and appreciated shrub, that has

large, round clusters of snow white

flowers in May.

Spirea Reevesii Flora Plena—

A
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graceful, slightly drooping variety,

covered with abundant white flowers.

Double.

Sweet Mock Orange (Philadelphia

Coronarius)—A hardy shrub of rounded
form and luxuriant foliage, with
masses of pure white, intensely fra-

grant flowers. This is one of the first

to bloom and deserves a prominent
place in all collections. Blossoms in

J une.

Tamarix, African—Foliage shaped

something like cedar, but is soft and of

RTAIENT, continued.

a light green color. Flowers pink.

Wegelia Kosea—An elegant shrub,

with fine rose-colored flowers. Intro-

duced from China by Mr. Forture and

considered one of the finest plants he

has discovered. Hardy ; blossoms in

May.
Viburnum Plkatum (Japan Snow-

ball)—From North China, has very

rich, deep green foliage, of handsome
form, and beautiful globular heads of
pure white flowers, quite distant from
those of the common sort. A very
valuable shrubs.

EVERGREENS.
In introduction to this catalogue, general remarks on transplanting trees

will be found useful, but in transplanting evergreens we will suggest an ad-

ditional point or two that should be observed. In digging holes in which they

are to be planted, we would advise making them 3 feet across and 20 inches

deep. At least 1 foot of this depth should be filled with a mixture of one-third

sand and the balance rich loam (not manure.) After tree is placed in hole,

which is about half full of this loam, and the soil placed over the roots about
•2 bucket of waters should be poured on to settle the fine dirt around the rootlets.

The remainder of the hole may be filled with best of the soil that was taken out

in digging. No sod should be allowed to grow the first season after planting^

but a mulch of rotten straw or leaves used to prevent ground from drying and
getting hard.

American, Arbor Vita- -It is very

hardy and easily transplanted, few or

no plants ever falling if properly

trained specimens are obtained. It

forms a most desirable and ornamental

screen to divide the lawn from other

parts of the ground, or for any other

purpose.

Golden, Arbor Vitae—A beautiful
|
smalI hedges for cemetery lots, etc.

variety of Chinese, compact and giobu

with heavier and fuller foliage and more
compact in habit. It holds its color dur-

ing winter and bears trimming well

:

is most valuable for low hedging or

single specimens.'

Tom Thumb, Arbor Vita'—A very

pretty little compact evergreen ; of

dwarf habit. Excels for borders, or

lar; color, a lively yellowish green ; not

quite hardy at the north; should be

planted in a shady situation.

Pyramidalis, Arbor Vitae—-An ex-

ceedingly beautiful, bright variety, re-

sembling the Irish Juniper in form;

foliage deep green; color wTell retained

in winter; perfectly hardy. Should

have a place in every collection.

Siberian, Arbor Vita1 -A superb va-

rietv, somewhat similar to American,

Box Tree - A fine small evergreen,

with pale green leaves. Can be trained

in any desirable form by shearing.

Dwarf Box—Used principally for

borders and edging for which purpose

it is the best plant in cultivation.

Balsam or American Silver Fir
(Balsamea)—A very regular, sym-
metrical tree, assuming the conical

form even when young; leaves dark

green above, silvery beneath.
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Nordman's Fir—A symmetrical and
imposing tree; the warm green of the
young shoots contrasts finely with the
rich, deep color of old foliage; the best

of the Silver Firs.

American Holly, (Opaca)—Leaves
dark green, with prickles on edges.

Bears red berries profusely. Tree a

slow grower, hardy, and very desirable.

Austrian Pine — A strong, hardy
grower, fine for wind-breaks; grows
rapidly on light, sandy soil; hardy.

Scotch Pine—Like the preceding,

its quick, strong growth makes it valu-

able for protective screens; very hardy.

White Pine (Strobus)—A strong,

rapid growing tree, with light, delicate

silvery green foliage.

Plumosa, Retinospora — A very
hardy species of graceful habit, with
fine, delicate green foliage. One of the

best.

Plumosa Aurea, Eetinospora—This

variety is one of the handsomest and
perhaps the most useful of the genus.

It is entirely hardy, of rapid growth,

its branches tipped with bright, golden
colored foliage retained throughout
the year.

Squarrosa, Retinospora -Of rapid
growth; pyramidal form; branches
drooping and graceful; foliage of a
whitish hue, very delicate and beauti-
ful. An elegant plant.

Irish Juniper — Very erect and
tapering in its growth, forming a col-

umn of deep green foliage; a pretty
little tree or shrub, and for its beauty
and hardiness is a general favorite.

Hemlock Spruce—One of the most
beautiful evergreen trees, with grace-
fully drooping branches. There is

nothing prettier for hedges or well-

trimmed specimen trees for lawns.

Somewhat pendulous and delicate in

appearance; foliage light, yet tufted;

form conical.

Xoeway Spruce—A well known spe-

cies of great hardiness; of rapid

growth; pyramidal form; dark green

foliage; branches sweeping, feathery

and very graceful.

ROSES.
Success with roses in open ground may be made very easy if ground is

properly prepared before hand. The soil should have a liberal dressing of well-

rotted manure and plowed or spaded in to the depth of eight or ten inches.

The plants that we send out we will endeavor to have strong and thrifty as can

be grown on good soil. The descriptions given below as a rule include only the

most reliable sorts that can be grown without protection. We have included

Marechal Neil, although a tender variety, because of its extreme popularity.

EVER-BLOOMING, TEA AND NOISETTE ROSES.

Bon Silexe—Equally valuable for

summer or winter blooming. Buds of

beautiful form; an unusual free bloom-

er. Color deep rose, shaded carmine.

Catherine Meemet—One of the

finest roses grown. The buds are very

large and globular, the petals being

recurved and showing to advantage

the lovely bright pink of the center,

shading into light creamy pink, re-

minding one of La France in its silvery

shading. A strong grower and fine

bloomer.

Crown Princess Victoria (Bour-

bon)—A grand white, ever-blooming

rose, a sport from Souv. de Malmaison

which it resembles in habit of growth

and style of flower. The petals are of

great substance and large size, form-

ing an exquisite, perfectly double rose;

slightly tinted yellow on first opening;

the outer petals recurve slightly.
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ROSES, continued.
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CAROL INK M ARN I H.SSL"

Caroline Marniesse—A hardy, con-

tinuous blooming Noisette Rose. The
blossoms are a pure (or slightly creamy)

white, and are produced in great abun-

dance, the plants often being literally

covered with them. They are of me-
dium size, very double and very sweet-

ly tea-scented. A good cemetery rose:

unequaled as a perpetual bloomer.

Devoniensis—On account of its

whiteness and sweetness often called

the "Magnolia Rose." Creamy white,

delicately flushed in the center with

pink. One of the most fragrant roses,

and a favorite of long standing.

Duchess of Albany—This variety is

a sport from La France, deeper in

color, more expanded in form, larger

i ji size. The flowers are deep even

pink, very large and full, highly per-

fumed and of first quality in every re-

spect. The growth of the plant is

vigorous, habit good, and the flowers

are produced in extraordinary pro-

fusion, the plants being continually

covered with handsome blooms.

Etoile de Lyon—The finest yellow

Tea Roses for outside planting, and
one of the hardiest of the Tea section.

It blooms very freely, and every flower

is a gem: very large and fully double.

Yv'ell established plants produce flow-

ers equal to M. Xiel in size. Color,

deep chrome yellow.

Kaiserln Augusta Victoria (New)
—This is the very best pure white ever-

blooming Rose that we know. Its

large, handsome buds of elegant dou-

ble flowers, when full blown, are a

sight to see. It is a constant bloomer.

La France—Delicate silvery rose,

shaded with cerise pink, often silvery
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pink with peach shading. Very large,

double and of superb form. It flowers

continually throughout the season.

Xone can surpass the delicacy of its

coloring; in fragrance incomparable;

in form perfect. The sweetest of all

roses. It ranks first, not only in the

section to which it belongs, but stands

first and foremost among roses.

Mad. de Watteville —A beautiful

fancy colored rose, with elegant

feathery shadings of bright rose

around the edge of each petal. A
strong, vigorous grower, with hand-

some foliage; color, white shaded

with salmon, outer petals feath-

ered with bright rose. Very fragrant,

flower large and beautiful shape.

Mad. Joseph Schwartz—A strong,

vigorous grower, and one of the hard-

iest Tea Roses for outdoor bedding.

The flowers are cup-shaped and borne
in clusters; color white, beautifully

flushed with pink.

Mad. Welche—An extra fine varie-

ty ; very large double and of beautiful

rounded form. Color, apricot yellow,

very heavily shaded throughout the

center of the flower with dark orange

red, variable at times, frequently com-
ing light canary, with deep size and

substance, and endure well after open-

ing, giving the bush a handsome ap-

appearance.

Maeechal Neil—Beautiful deep yel-

low ; very large, full, globular form

;

sweet scented, free-flowering, one of

the finest yellow tea scented roses yet

introduced. A good climbing rose.

Marie Guielot—White, tinged with

a delicate shade of lemon; large, full

and beautifully imbricated in form;

one of the finest white Teas; the per-

fection of form in Tea Roses; highly

fragrant.

Marie Van Houtte—Creamy white,

with the outer petals washed and out-

lined with a bright rose; occasionally

the wiiole flower is suffused with light

pink. This beautiful variety succeeds

everywhere, is not particular as to soil,

thrives under adverse circumstances.
It grows vigorously, blooms freely

and is most deliciously scented.

Meteor—A rich, dark, velvety crim-
son, ever-blooming rose, as fine in color

as the best of Perpetuals ; the flowers

are of good size, very double and per-

fect in shape, either as buds or when
fully opened; the plant is vigorous and
remarkably free-flowering, splendid

for pot culture, and the best of the
Hybrid Teas as a bedding variety for

summer cut-flowers, as it retains its

color even in the hottest weather.
Papa Gontiee—A magnificent red

Tea. It is a strong grower, with fine

healthy foliage; the buds are large and
long, with thick, broad petals of a

dark carmine crimson color, changing
to a lighter shade in the open flower.

An excellent winter blooming variety,

and one of the bes tfor outodor plant-

ing, opening up the flowers in beauti-

ful shape.

Rainbow—An elegant striped Tea
Rose of strong healthy growth and ex-

ceedingly free flowering habit. The
buds are large.on strong stiff stems.

Color, a beautiful shade of deep pink
distinctly striped and mottled with
bright crimson, elegantly shaded and
toned with rich amber. It makes beau-

tiful buds and flowers of large size.

Souvenir de la Malmaisox (Bour-

bon)—A noble rose; flower is extreme-

ly large and double; color, flesh white,

clear and fresh. Has been considered

the finest Bourbon Rose for many
years. Its great beauty in the fall

makes it the finest of all roses at that

season. A flower that is universally

popular, and always will be so.

The Bride—The most popular white

rose for winter flowering. The flow-

ers are very large and double, on long

stiff stems, of fine texture and sub-

stance, and last a long time in a fresh

state after being cut, making it one of

the best varieties for corsage wear or

bouquets. During extreme hot weath-

er it becomes a pinkish white, at other
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ROSES, continued.

times a beautiful pure white.

The Queen—A most charming Tea
Rose; pure, snow white. Makes beau-

tiful buds and is a full, fine-shaped

rose, with thick, glistening- petals

when fully open. A vigorous and

healthy grower and continuous bloom-

er, producing a great abundance of

buds and flowers all through the sea-

son.

Wm. Allen Richardson—Orange
yellow, center copper yellow; very

rich. A strong, rampant grower; one

of the best.

White La France—Same as La
France, except the color, which is

pure white, faintly tinted fawn. A
charming Rose in every respect.

HYBRED PERPETUALS.
Dinsmore—A true perpetual, flower-

ing very freely the whole season;

flowers large and very double. Color

deep crimson. The plant is of a dwarf,

bushy habit, every shoot producing a

bud.

Gen. Jacqueminot—Brilliant crim-

son
; very large, globular and excel-

lent; a free bloomer, unsurpassed in

its clear, rich crimson scarlet color.

Gen. Washington — A low stocky

grower and a free and constant bloom-

er; flowers very large and full, bril-

liant rosy crimson and very fine.

Giant Battles — Medium size;

formed well; deep crimson; blooms all

through the summer; an excellent

rose.

Madame Chas. Wood—A very fine

large rose, double to the center; a

good grower and a continuous bloomer;

CLIMBING ROSES
Baltimore Belle—Pale blush, near-

ly white; very double. Flowers in

large clusters, the whole plant appear-

ing a perfect mass of bloom.

Crimson Rambler—The introduct-

ion of this sterling variety makes the

greatest advance in climbing roses that

we have had in the last quarter of a

century. Perfectly hardy; wonder-

fully free flowering; rich glowing

crimson; intensely bright and vivid in

color. The plant is a strong rampant
grower, making shoots ten to twelve

feet long in a season after the first

year or when well established.

Yellow Rambler—A worthy com-
panion to Crimson Rambler. A new

flower a dazzling crimson.

Madame Plantier—A very hardy,

dense growing bush, especially suited

for yard or cemetery planting; flowers

pure white, durable and fragrant.

Paul Neyron — Flowers of immense
size, often five inches in diameter.

Color deep clear rose, very fresh and
pretty. The plant is a strong and
healthy grower, with clean, glossy

foliage, and is one of the most prolific

bloomers in the hybrid class, young
plants in the nursery rows blooming
almost without intermission from June
to late October.

Prince Camille de Rohan—Very
dark, rich velvety crimson, passing to

intense maroon, shaded black
;
large,

full flowers. One of the darkest roses

and very handsome.

hardy yellow climbing rose, blooming
after the same manner as Crimson
Rambler in large clusters; flowers of

medium size in immense clusters, often

35 to 40 flowers in a single cluster;

very sweet scented. Color a clear de-

cided yellow, a color heretofore un-

known in a climbing rose that was in

any way hardy. Yellow Rambler has

successfully withstood, unprotected, a

continued temperature of from zero tx)

two degrees below, proving it to be the

hardiest of all yellow climbing roses.

Prairie Queen—Bright, rosy red;

large, compact, and globular flower;

blooms in clusters; one of the best.



ADVEETISEM-EKTS.

$1.50 Worth o? Choice Plants.

Great $1 Magazine One Year.ALL ONLY 50c. I
How To Grow Flowers is an elegant and beautiful monthly magazine, devoted exclusively to flower culture.

We will send it one year to any address for only fifty cents, and in addition give absolutely free, as a pre-
mium, $1.50 worth of Choice Plants, Seeds and Bulbs, as follows: 1 Grand Bedding Rose, Clothilde Soupert,
price, 10 cents; 1 Hydrangea, Thos. Hogg, 10 cents: 1 Saxafraga Sarmentosa (Strawberry Geranium), 10 cents;
1 Cyperus Alternafolius (Umbrella Plant). 10 cents: 1 Double Tuberose, Excelsior Pearl, 15 cents; 1 Montbretia,
Crocosmiflora, 10 cents: 1 Cinnamon Vine, 10 cents; 1 Apios Tuberosa (Tuberous-Rooted Wisteria), 10 cents; 2
New and Scarce Gladioli, 30 cents ; 1 Otaheite Orange. 10 cents : 2 Pips Exquisite Lily of the Valley, 10 cents ; 1

packet China Aster Seed, 5 cents ; 1 packet Fine Pansy Seed, 5 cents ; 1 packet Choice Nasturtium Seed, 5 cents.
This is the greatest offer ever made. The magazine is itself well worth $1 a year. It is a complete guide to

success with flowers—tells what to do, how to do and when to doit. The only high grade publication of the
kind. Elegantly illustrated. Published and edited by women. Sample free. Liberal premiums for clubs. This
great offer gives $2.50 for 50 cents. Write today. Address

MOW TO GROW FLOWERS, Drawer Springfield, Ohio.

IML B^XJZSTS-W^IOIC cSc CO..
{Formerly with D. M. DEWEY),

MANUFACTURERS OF

HAND : PAINTED : FRUIT : AND : ORNANENTAL : PLATES.
DEALERS IN

NURSERYMEN'S SUPPLIES AND CATALOGUES.

317 ahj> 318 IBectye? @13g. §. (?linton St., Rochester, N. ^.
All of Mr. Dewey's Artists have been retained by us.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND SPECIAL PRICES.

CENTS The following Twelve beautiful Ever-blooming Roses : Pearl de
' Jardin, best yellow; American Beauty, finest Carmine; The Bride

?Will the ideal white rose; Lamarqite, purest white, splendid climber;

%M Secure
Bridesmaid, deep, brilliant pink ; Compte de la Barthe, deep blush;

Sunset, golden amber, exquisite color; Papa Gontier, magnificent

crimson tea; Mme. Hoste, ivory -white; W. A. Richardson, rich orange yellow; White La

France, light flesh color; Clothide Soupert, pearl white, inside fine rich pink.

If you will send .$1.00 additional for one year's subscription to the SOUTHERN FLORIST

and GARDENER,the best floral magazine published in the United States/beautifully illustrated,

published monthly, $1.00 per year, 10c. extra for postage, secure any of our magnificent floral

premiums. Liberal cash commissions and attractive premiums offered to agents. Sample

copies free. Advertising rates and other information on application.

SOUTHERN FLORIST and GARDENER CO,,

BEN P. BRANHAM, Business Manager.

The Fruit Growers' Journal,
A six-column, eight-page paper, published monthly at Oobden, Illinois, at 25
cents per year, is an all-around Fruit-Growers, Farmers and Homekeepers
paper. It has no space to spare for fakes and dead-head advertisements. It

can walk without crutches and is alive all over. A. M. DuBoise,
Editor and Publisher.



ADVEKT ISEMENTS

.

THE MONEY MAKER.
\A/ORTH $100.00 a year and more to all who cultivate Land, a Garden, Orchard, of

Greenhouse; covers," in plain language, ny practical men. the raising oi Fruits, Vege-

tables, Flowers, and Plants generally, for table and market purposes, and tells how co make
Home Grounds attractive.

AMERICAN GARDENING,
An Illustrated Journal of Gardening and Fruit Growing, and Record of Current Events in

Horticulture. America's Brightest and Most Reliable Family Gardening
Paper. Estahlished Fifty years.

EVERY SATURDAY. 10 to 24 PAGES. $1.00 A YEAR.

With Handsome IP^ei^ixj^:.

Offices: Rhinelander Building, 2 to 8 Duane Street, NEW YORK.

PHI"!" HEAD OUR UNSURPASSED OFFER: To introduce it to NEW readers

L UL la we will send AMERICAN GARDENING for three mouth 3 I V2 numbers) to any

8 1 I Sa! address on receipt of TEN CENTS in Stamps or coin . Sample free.

Subscriptions, to he discontinued at the expiration of that time unless you notify the
publishers to the contrary. This offer is open only to those 1 who are not PRESENT SUB-
SCRIBERS to that journal. Address your orders to

AMERICAN GARDENING, P. 0. Box 1697, NEW YORK,

T\\q Strawberry Culturist

f\T)d Small pruit Qrow^r.

Best Small fruit paper published. We guarantee this and back
it up. Sample copy free. Address :

THE STRAWBERRY CULTURIST,
Salisbury, TT^d.

PLANT WATER LILIES
They are the finest and easiest cared for of all flowers.

They absorb malarial poisons. They are indispensable in

fish culture. Catalogue of Hardy and Tender Water Lilies,

Aquatics. Greenhouse and Bedding Plants, etc., free.

O. B. MOULDER.
Lily Park, SMITH'S GROVE, KY.

GARDENING
CHICAGO. The leading American periodical de-
voted to ornamental horticulture.

Issued twice a month. Price $2.00 a Year.
Published by

THE GARDENING CO.
Union Building-. CHICAGO, IliL.
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€> 1^<5/\T£ I^BB 1871.^
WflH^Hfl - DEPOSIT - BKflK;,

BOWLING GREEN, KY.

PAID IN CAPITAL, : : : $200,000.00

SURPLUS, : : : $100,000.00

Jj\E Ofliy ^I^JEI^ED B/lfff^ Iff BOU/^Q Q^Qf-

Patronctge Respectfully Solicited.

L. R. PORTER, Cashier.

C. G. SMALLHOUSE, Pres.

BRED BY

Stocl^ for Sale at Q\\ Times. S<39S in Season.

NO DOUBT YOU WANT A FARM PAPER.

You want the best. Then send us a dollar for a year's subscription to

THE RURAL NEW YORKER.
Read it three months (thirteen weeks), then if you think some other

paper better or just as good, send us a postal card, and we will stop

the paper to your address and return your full dollar. We not only

want you to have the best, but we want you to judge for yourself

which is the best. Send the order through Green River Nurseries,

Bowling Green, Ky., or direct to THE RURAL NEW YORKER,
New York.




